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SUMMARY

This thesis describes a seismic experiment, the aim of
which was to determine a modet of the crust for South
in the region of the Adelaide geosyncline, in
Australia
terms of the variation

of seismic velocity

with depth,

down

Chemical explosions at
to the Mohorovicic Discontinuity.
threc large oPen cut mining operations 'vvere used as Sources
of seismic energy for recording along three linear profiles

directed along and approximately transverse to the northsouth axis of the geosYncline.

chapter contains a review of seismic experiments conducted previously in South Australia, together
with a ru"-oá of other geophysicar experiments which have
bearing on the crustal--mantle structure in the Adelaide
The first

geosyncline.

chapter two describes the experimental procedures
which were ad,opted for the present seismic survey. This
includes descriptions of the recording equipment, the
choice of record.ing sites, the methocl of determining the
times of blasting at each quarry and a description of each

blast source.
stations of the permanenE seismic network, which is
operated. by the university of Adelaide, recorded seismic
arrivals from the three blast sources. The travel times of
seismic v/aves from the Sources to the per:manent stations
are discussed in chapter three. An attempt is made to

V

obtain a model of the crust based on these travel times to
tlre permanent stations , for comparison with crustal ntodels
deduced by earlier workers from essentially the same station
network. The results of the present study are significantly
d.ifferent from crustal mod.els determined previously from
earthquake dataChapter four contains the experimental results obtained
from the three seismic profiles, and their interpretatiotr.
The resultant crustal model, which is the simplest model

consistent with the observed travel times, consists of
two essentially homogeneous crustal layers overlying the
mantle. The average P v/ave velocities in the upper and
Iower crustal layers are 5'95 km,/s and 6"46 km/s respectiveLy, with the boundary between these layers occurring at a
d.epth of approximately tB km. The P wave velocity in the
upper mantle is 7.97 km/s. The mean thickness of the crust
is 39 km. Both the intermediate and Moho discontinui-ties
vary by up to 5 km from their mean d.epths. shear waves
have velocities of 3.43 and 4.45 km,/sec in the upper
crustal layer and the upper mantle respectively'
Appendix A reviews the theoretical basis of seismic

interpretation in large scale refraction surveys, and
briefly considers alternative approaches to the seismic
inversion problem. Appendix B contains the travel times
of seismic phases observed on the temporary station
networks.
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CHAPTER

1

MANTLE
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES OF THE CRUST AND UPPtrR

IN

SOUTFI AUSTRALIA

1.1 Seismic Determinations of Crustal Structure in

South

Austral-ia

attempt to determine the crustal structure
in Southern Australia was made in 1956 by way of an unreversed. refraction profile from the atomic test site at
Maralinga, west along the trans-continental railway to a
The first

distance of [ = llo (BoIt, Doyle & Sutton (1958))' Seismic
phasesPn,Sn,PIandSl\^/ererecordedandtheirvelocities
d.etermined (Table 1.r). The travel times of the observed
phases were found to be consistent with a crustal model
having a single layer over the mantle' There was no

evidence of any intracrustal layering.

The single recording

station to the south east of Maralinga, ât Adelaide
(A = 7.g5o) gave Iarge positive residuals, correspond.ing to
arrivals which \^/ere 2.7s, 5.2s and 2.3s Iater than expected
forthephasesPn,snandst,respectively'Thevaluesof
crustal thickness which \¡Iere determined, for the single
Iayered crustal model are shown in Table L'2'
A second series of atomic tests in 1957 was used to
record seismic wave arrivals at four stations south east of
Maralinga across Eyre Peni4sula, toward Adelaid'e (Doyle and
Everingham (1964)). The P and s \^Iave mantle velocities
(Table r. I) can be seen to be lower than those resulting

2

Table 1.1

Seismic Velocities for South Australian Crust
and Upper Mantle
(km/s)

seismic velocities
Survey

6.03r0.09

Bolt, Doy1e,
Sutton ( 1958)

st

Pn

t

P

B

Doyle & Everingham 6.3

Sn

3.55i0.04 4.75 t0.01

. 2l_r0. 00 5

8.05r0.04

3.5910.0r 4. 6rr0.

B. 06

3.58*

04

(re64)

white (1969)
white ( 1969)
white ( 1969)
White (1969)
Hawkins et al

6.23

4.63

B. 0s

3.6

6.2

7.92r0.03
6

.26

(re6s)

3.58r0.0I 4.58r0.02

6.25 r0. 03 8.02r0.03

3.58r0.0I 4.56t0.02

P

(Le7 4)

*

.99 r0. 02

6.24 r0. 02

Stewart ( f97I)
Stewart (revised)
Finlayson et al

P

assumed values

I

6

2

.2*

7

8.04r0.04

6.7*

for analysis

TabIe L.2 Estimates of Crustal Thickness

reftaction
profile

BDS

(unreversed)
il

DE

REGION

DEPTH (km)

SURVEY

32 (P-data)

West from Maralinga

39 (S-d.ata)
39!4 (P-data)

S-E from Maralinga

37 (refl-ections)
Vühite
( re 6e)

Stewart
( 1e
S

locaI

3B

r6

Range and graben area

earthquake
U"a.,,

35!2

ll

37tI (smal1
variations )

il

il

ll

71)

tewart

(Ie7 2)

ll

lr

3

from the earLier study.

to

This difference was attributed

real upper mantle differences between the two regions
surveyed, rather than to a Moho dipping consistently over
a distance of 2000 km. It was also shown by this survey
that the anomalous travel times observecl at Adelaide in the
experiment were explained by the lower seismic
velocities found to exj-st on Eyre Peninsul-a in the second

earlier

experiment, rather than to seismic anomalous crustal
structure in the so-called Adelaide "shatter belt", âS
have l¡een supposed from the observations of the first

alone.

may

survey

Again there was no need. to invoke an intermediate

layer to explain observed phases, but records at dist'ances
where such phases may have been evident were described as
to enable small

being not of sufficiently

good quality

later phases to be read.

Two phases which may have arisen

from an intermediate refractor
reflections.

were j-nterpreted as

This study, like the first,

unreversed profile.

Moho

was along

an

Crustal depths (Tab1e L-2) were

determined from both Pn data and from some near vertically
reflected Phases.
Tn 1960, the Lamont Geological Observatory's ship VE¡44
made several seismic refraction traverses off the Australian
coast, one of which was over the South Australian shelf'
This work is reported in detail

by Hawkins et al (1965).

Their determination of a basement P velocity of 6.26 km/sec
on the shelf (Table I. I) was in agreement with the value
d.etermined earl-íer by DoyIe and Everingham for the crustal

veJ-ocity across Eyre Peninsula.

4

In the mid f960's, white (1969) carried out an analysis
for seismic veJocitj-es and crustal thickness in South
Australia, based on local earthquake data from the university of Adelaide's permanent seismic station ne'twork
(hereafter termed the permanent network). He assumed a
cr:ustal mod.el consisting of a uniform single layered crust
over the manLle, one velocity value (s1), and a minimum
depth of focus for the earthquakes. The values (Tab}es l-'1
and I.2) which he obtained for the remaining velocities
and crustal thickness agreed with the values d'etermined
by DoyIe and Everingham. Although White used local earthc¡uake data, his analysis did not depend on accurate epi-

central <feterminations, but he did. presLlppose uniformity of
crustal structure over the region encompassed by the
seismíc network.

Additional work, using information from local earthquakes, \^/as d.one by stewart (1971 , 1972) who, in a treatment
of local earthquake residuals obtained on the basis of
White's (1969) crustal mod.el' corrected White's model by
solving a set of residual equations for correction terms in
the crustal and epicentral parameters, for 473 phases from
52 earthquakes. By also allowing for low velocity cover
rocks at the recording sites, and a possible velocity
grad.ì-ent in the crystalline basement, he determined st-ation

correction terms which, when included, with his original
residual analysís, produced a marginally different structure
from that of white. By interpreting station residuals in
terms of variations of Moho depth, Stewart found a possible

5

th5-nning of the crust in the Spencer-St Vincent gulf regions,
and a thickening of up to 3 lcm in the region between

tatitucles 34o to 35o S.
A third

large scale seisrnic experiment was conducted in

South Australia when, during L972 the Bureau of Mineral
Resources detonated tlrree large explosions as energy sourccs

for seismic refraction

obse.rvations.

reported by Finlayson et aI

(L91 4)

.

The resul.ts have been
One blast was located

at the Mt. Fitton South Copper Mine in the north Flinders
Ranges. Records were obtained at all South Australian
permanent seismic statíons , and in part j-cular, ât the t-hree
, HâIl-ett (HTT) and A<lelaide (ADE) ,
which are situatecl south of Mt. I'itton, roughly along the
axís of the Adelaicle geosyncline. The Pn velocity obtained
stations Partacoona

(PNA)

from this unreversed profile

agreed with the values found by

Doyle anil Eve::ingham, Stewart and White. A second blast at
Kunanalling in Western Australia afforded the opportunity
to record a reversed profil-e between i'1. and the Mt. Fitton
bl-ast. The travel times, together with those from Maralinga,
were analysed by the time:depth method of Hawkins (196I)
'

and Moho depths were calcula'ted for a two layered crust

consisting of an upper layer 20 km thick with . PI velocity
of 6.2 kn,/s, which was underlain by the lower crust with P
velocity

of 6.7 km/s.

Tinie depth analysis then enabled

a

linear map of crustal thickness to be determinecl along the
This map showed a thickening of the crust
east-west profile.
from west to east, with depths ranging from 4l to 49 km in
the Aclel-aide Geosyncline region, and 39 to 40 km under the

6

eastern part of the Nullabor shield.

This later observation

agreed with that of Doyle and Everingham.
An earlier

major detonation was that at the ord

site in northern Australia.

Dam

The results of a sei.smic

experiment based on this blast were presentecl by Denham et
al (Ig72). When travel times from the ord Dam explosion
were combined with those from the Mt. Fitton shot to
stations situated north of Ut. Fitton, and records from the
Adelaide Geosyncline region !.Iere also included., Finlayson et aI
found that the norLh-south travel times were consistent
with a Moho velocity

of 7.96 km/s at 40 km, with a further

increase in velocity

to B.1B km/s at a depth of 61 km.

The

which appeared to be a sub-Moho
refractor in the Central Australian region' was thought to
be continuous with the sub-basement material beneath t'he
B.18 km/s material,

Shield"

L.2

Comments

From these studies and their

results,

it could

be

concluded that the crust in South Australj-a is single
layered ancl homogieneous, with a thickness of approximately
38 km. It will

be noted, however, that no detailed refrac-

tion studies of the crust had been made, and, that the two
crustal stud.ies which had been conducted in the geosyncline
region, were based on local earthquake data. The data for
these studies Iivere <lerived from an assumed crustal moclel,
ancl necessaril-y contained uncertainti.es in both hypocentral

1

focation ancl ori.gin time.

Furthermore, as White (I961)

has

pointed out, the resolvin<¡ power of seismic methods for
layering clepends on the predominant wavelength
intra-crustal
used. Kosm_inskaya and Riznichenko

(19 64 )

have suggested

that layers abou.t five wavelengths thick can be accurateJ-y
clistinguished with clensely placed seismogl:aphs. Given the
predominant wavelength of 2 Lo 3 km recorded by the South

Australian permanent stat-ions, and tire large distances
between stations, the averaging of crustal fine structure
in previous studj-es based on data from earthquake sources '
can be understood.
The single long ralìge refraction "profiIe" recorded
soutlì from Mt. Fitton along the geosynclj-ne was unreversedr

as have been the other large scale refraction surveys in
South Australia, with the exception of the Kunanalling-Mt.
Fít'ton and. the Ord Dam-¡4.t. Fitton "traverses"

(see above)

.

The Mount Fitton pr:of il-e, however, was unable to of f er any
cl-arification of the crllstal structure in the geosyncline
because the large distances between stations meant that crustal
phases were only recorded as late arrivals, with the

exception of the arrival
]cm f

at Umberatana at a distance of 49.2

rom Mt. Fitton.

I " 3 other GeoPhYsical Stuclies
In aclclition to those seismi-c stud.ies a1r:eady mentioned,
which have been concerned specj-fically with the South
Australj.an crust and upper mantle, a number of other studies

ö

and experiments have been carriecl out which provide

significant
structure

information for the modelling of the crustal
in South Australia.

These studies have been

srrmmarized in part or in whole by Dooley (1970) , Cleary

(l913) and Finlayson et al (1974). Some of the studies
describe Australia-wíde geophysical trends, and in this
regard have emphasized the significance of the Adelaide
Geosyncline in this broader context, äs all easLern boundary
to the Australian Precambrian ShieIdGutenberg and Richter (1954) , in their

wide seismicity,

st-r-rdy

of world

associated the South Australian seismic

zone with the eastern margin of the Australian Precambrían

Shield, and. iclentified

it as an intermecliate zone between

the old shietd ancl the recently tectonically

active area of

eastern Aus'bralia.
The change of structure which occurs in the ìlpper
mantle along an east-west profile, roughly in the region of

the Adelaide geosyncline, has been studied more lecently by,
for example, Cleary, Simpson and Muírhead (L972) and
McE]hinny (1973) " In the first of these studies Cleary et
al determined station anomalies for several Australian
sei.smic stat-ions that recorded arrivals from 'L.he Cannikin
nuclear explosion in the Aleutian Islands,
et al attributed

L97]-. Cleary

the trend observed in the station anomalies

to the presence of a low velocity

layer in the upper mantle,

so that negative station anomalies over much of the Shield
area j-nclicated a poorly developed Iow velocity layer (LVL) ,

9

whilst the positive

anomalies to the east were thought to

be due to a weII developed LVL. A plot of station anomaly
against longi-tude revealecl that the most rapid change from
positive to negative anomaly coincided approximately
with the Adelaide Geosyncline.
resulting

This was interpreted

as

from a wedging out of the upper mantle low

velocj-ty layer as the shield boundary !{as approached. This
interpretation was supported by McElhinny and followed the
interpretation

given to similar results in North America by

Hales and Doyle (L967).
has been attributed

The decline of the LVL westward

to the ageing of the upper rnantLe.

The

idea of an older mantle in the Shielcl region is also
supported by heat flow measurements which are higher to the
east ancl in the South Australian seismic zone than they are
over the Shietd to the west (J'aeger (f970) ) .
of
In an attempt to explain the distribution
Austral-ian seismicity using plate tect-onic theory, CIeary
and Simpson (1971) suçtgested that the Soub'h Australian
seismic zone might mark a boundary between sub-plates of
the Indo-Àustralian

plate, which are rifting

apart"

F-irst

motion studies for South Austral-ian earthquakes should
enable a d.i-stinction to be made between the tensional or
compressional nature of the forces acting in the S-4.
seismic zone. Stewart (I972) favoured tensional forces
after studying a small. number of local- earbhquakes

-

In addition to the studies mentioned above which are
almost exclusively

seismic-based studíes, Gough et al

(T97 4)

I()

established a magnetometer array across the geosyncli-ne,
north of Port Augusta. From the observed magnetic field
vari.ations,

an electrical

conductivity

Ín the crust or upper mantle.
found to run north-south,

anomaly was located

The long cur:ved conductor

\^7as

approximately paralj-el to the

geosyncline axis, and slightly

eastward of the seismic zone.

I L was suggeste<l that the anomalous region occurs in the
Iower crust or upper mantle, and. three possible explanations
of the anomaly \,{ere proposed. It was suggested that the
conducto:: may be assoc j.ated with recent tectonic activiLy,
in which case .it may signify

high man'tle temperatures

corresponding to an upwelling of mantle material into the
Iower crus't.

(Ihis hypothesis is in accord with the active

rif t concept of Cleary and Simpson (f 97I) and Stewart

(L9'72) )

the conductor may coj-ncide with an ancient fracture zone
postulatecl by Cook (1966), WiIson (f968) and Crawford (f970)
indepenclently of any sej-smic information;

thirdly,

the

conductor may represent an easterly remnant of the Adelaide
geosyncline in the form of a trough filled with saline
sediments (Tammemagi and Lilley (f973) ). In a later paper
Cleary, Simpson and Muirhead (I972) associated the conductivity

anomaly with the western edge of their

wedge (see above) .

low velocity

It may be possible to distinguish

between these alternative

recording a seismic profile

explanations of the conductor by
across the region in which the

ancmaly occìrrs, üsing blast--s at the Leigh Creek coalfield

sources of seismic energyr oI by making detailed measurements of heat flow over the area.

as

¡

1I

This brief review of seismic, magnetic and geological
studies makes ì-t apparent that the Adelaide geosyncline
must feature prominently in any account of the past and
present tectonic processes occurring in the central southern
Australian continent. Since seismic waves from earthquake
sources have so far provided the most comprehensive information.'about these processes, it is des|raþle to have an
accurate model for the vari-ations of seisnric hTave velocities
in the crust for the accurate location of earthquake
hypocentres. The remaining chapters describe an attempt to
determine such a model, and, the model itself.

Figure

2

I

Map

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

of South Australia showing locations of
permanent seismic stations (A)
blast sites used in this study (*)
ma;or seismic profiles (-)
previous seismic experiments (+)

in rel-ation to the Adelaide Geosyncli-ne.
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CHAPTER

2

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.I

The Profiles

Recording v,/as attempted along three linear profiles,
using as seismic sources tlle l:lasts at three large open
cut mining operatj-ons. The directions of the profiles were

south of the Leigh Creek (LCK) coal mine, east from the
Iron Baron (IB) haematite mine, and north from the Kanmantoo
(KMT) copper mine. This choice of profiles afforded the
of achieving a reversed profile along the axis
of the geosyncline from Leígh creek to Kanmantoo, and a
single unreversecl profile approximately perpendicular to the

possibifity

geosyncline axis.

Unfortunately,

the

KMT

mine ceased

operation before the northerly set of recordings was
completed. Followíng the reconìmendation of Landisman and
Mueller (1966) , who suggested tirat a station spacing of
5 km is suitable for reconnaissance worl<, and 500 m for
precision measurements (i), a nominal spacing of 5 km
between stations was adopted for the profiles, although
this was not always realised.

The 5 km spacing

was

considered to be reasonable in view of the large distances
involved, and the limited time available for recording'
The locations of the quarries and the orientation

the prof-i-Ies are

shown

of

in Figure 2.I.

In addition to the temporary recording stations which

.r-ãa'

PLATE

I Kinemetrics'

and- Mark

PS-14 Recorder

Products Seismometer'

,E

I4

were establishecl at new sites along the profiles for each
blast, six of the permanent seismic stations of the
University of Adelaide's recording network were sufficiently
close to the quarries to be able to record most of t-he
The sites of these permanent stations are

blast events"

also shown in Figure 2.L.
2.2 The Recordin

E

nt

Recording commenced in late L9l4 with a single recor:dinE unit consisting of a Kinemetrics PS-IA drum recorder
and I second peri-od SS-1 seismometer. This was later
supplemented by the addition of two identical

u¡its.

The

recorcling systems was considerecl to be
correlation of phases along each
desirable to facilitate
profile.
The Kinemetrj.cs PS-IA drum recorder is a lightuse of identical

weight recorder l¡uilt into an aluminium suitcase.
system consists of four main componen'ts

Tþe

"

(f)

a low noise high gain seismometer ampl-ì-fier with a pass
band b'etween 0.03 and 100 LIz,

(2)

a Filter/lutotor
six different

Drive Unlt, which offers a selecbion of
the signal before
filters for filtering

recording, a crystal oscillator cl'ock supplying t
minute ancl I hour timing pulses, a poh¡er amplif ier to
drive Lhe cfu:um recorder motor, and a Mixer where timing
pulses and seismometer Amplifier orrtput are added,
(3)

a II0

mm

cliameLer x 30 cm long drum with pen drive

motor and stainless steel recorcling stylus and,
(4)

a battery pack containing 4 x 6 volt rechargeable lead

PTATE

]I

Sample Kinemetrics PS. * 1,4 record

written

by sapphire stylus on smoked papern Note
the good. resolution obtained.

te L34 ( see Figure
{.1i ) and- shows seismic wave arrivals f'rom
blasts at IB, IM ancl ICVIT in ad-clition to
a tel-eseismj-c event (t).
Recorcl was made at si

the two band-s of
time marks represents a 30 second interval.
The d-istance separating

Þ

of
HH

F

-

.v

I5

dioxide batb.eries which supply alI the power reqr:ir:ed
for system operatj-on.

Provision is also made to allow

for the use of an extertral po\^/er source.
The PS-IA recorder is shown in Plate It coupled to a Mark

Products seismometer" In general tl're Systems' as purchasecl,
have been entirely

sati"sfactgry as portable, visual record-

ers, and required no modification

2.2.L Recording

for our purposes.

medium

The records of the Kinemetrics PS-1Ä. can be written by

ink pen on paper or by sapphire stylus on smoked paper. The
latter was found to afford better si-gnal resolution at high
frequencies, and was adopted for recording at al1 temporary
stations for this reason, The quality of recording
obtainable with this recording medium is evident from the
sample recorcl shown in Plate II . Furtirer, it avoided two
problems often encountered with capillary pens, viz- pen
blockage and the pen's faj-lure to write at high pen speeds.
On the other hand the smoked chart required careful
preparation, handling and fixing after recording- The
procedure recommendecì by the manufacturer for fixing smoked
charts involved the use of artist's spray fixative. This
was founrl to be unsatisfactor:y in the fielcl because of the
toxic nature of the spray's fumes, and the tendency of the
spray droplets to coalesce r so that the car:bon surface
became spotted by the impact of large spray clrops. The
method of dippj-ng the charts into a dilute soLution of
shellac .in methylated spirits was subsequently adopted for
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Besides avoiding the problems of sprays mentioned
above, shellac solution is considerably cheaper than the
spray fixatives, and although discolouration of the paper
fixing.

Ieads to loss of contrast between the trace and the carbon
coating, the loss is slight. and t-he method is altogether
preferred, partícularIy

in the field"

2.2.2 Signal filtering
The typical frequency response of a I(inemetrics
SS-1 record.ing system (seisrnometer plus recorder) is

PS-

IAl

shown

in Figure 2.2 for the filters nrmbered I and 2 for
f requencies to I0 Hz, ancl amplif ier at-tentuation of 50 dB
2 was consídered to be the most satisfactory
setting, taking into consicl,eration both the high

FiÌter
filter

frequency noise associated with wind and human activity,

and

the I seconcl microseisms often associatecl with the movement of
of
"cold fronts." In ord,er to demonstrate the suitability
filter

2 for recording events at large distance from the

source, where low freguencies would be expected to predominate in the signal, ttvo events were recorded on instruments
operating with different

filter

selections,

at sites

approximately 245 and 360 km from the IB source.

Although these "tests" were made late in the recording
programme, the results supported the intuitive choice of

filte.r 2 for recording at aII clistances. The record traces
in Fígure 2.3(a) illustrate this point. A recording using

B

Fígure 2.3(a)

Recordsof tBblast, 19/4/75, obtainedwi th filtersijl
A. Filter#1, Attenuation 18d8, Distance =245kn
B. Fi ìter #2, Attenuation 18 dBo Distance = 245 kn

0

5 sec

A

B

Fi gu

re 2. 3 (b)

blasr, 26/10/76, wirh fi lters #l and #Z
A. Fi lter #2, Attenuation 30 dts, Distance = 355 kn
B. Fi lter #1, Attenuation l0 dB, Distance = 160 km
C. Fi lter #2, Attenuat i on 30 dB, D i s tance =36J kn
Records of lB

and#2

I9

4 on L9/4/75 showed no event corresponding to the

fitter
arrivals

on the two adjacent instrumetrLs using filters

and I, possibly because of the high attenuation

2

(30d8)

needed to reduce the high frequency background noise which
was caused by ligl-rt wind gusts.

For f ilters

I and 2 , how-

of recording can be seen to be comparable,

ever, the quality

if not better in the case of fj-lter 2. The predominant
frequency in the S-Wave portion of the wave train is about
3 Hz, fox both records.
The second set of records (Figure 2.3(b)) from which

a comparison can be made of recordings obtained with
o was obtained at much greater distance
from the source than the first set, and again, the results

different

filtering

confirm the use of filter
of waves is slightly

2.

The frequency in the S group

greater than 2 Hz for both records.

2.2.3 Other detail-s
After November I97 4, all recorders were operated with
paper speed of 4 mm/s, which gave a total
6 hours,/chart.

recording time of

This length of recording time was well

suited to quarry blast recording, since it allowed coverage
of both morning and afternoon blast times, without the need
to attend recorders being operated at remote sites.

Amplifier gains were generally attenuated by between
18 and 36 dB from maximum gain, with the limiting factor
being the background noise level at any site.

a
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Arrival- times of recorded phases were rea<l from hour
and minute marks derived from the crystal

recorder.

cl-ock in each

These clocks were synchronized to the time signal

broadcast on short wave band.s at 4.5, 7.5 and. 12 MHz from
VNG, Lyndhurst, Victoria

b,y the Australian

Telecommunica-

tions Network. Time marks at I second intervals,
directty

derived

from the radio time signal, hlere also applied to

the beginning and end of most charts to allow clock
corrections to be
2.3

made.

Recording Sites

Recording sites were chosen to lie as near as possible

to the profiles shown on Figure 2.1. Deviations from
linearity were gerierally less than 5 km. Topographic maps
of L;250,000 scale prepared by the Department of Lands,
South Australia, and the Royal Australian Survey Corps, were
These
used to locate the recordinq sítes in the field.
Iocatíons, together with field notes, were later used to
relocate the recording sites on maps of scale 1:50'000, or,
where these were not available, on I mile geological maps
prepared by the South Australian Department of Mines. As a
result, the coordinates of recording sites are known to
within 1 100 m or better.
In addition to the constraints placed upon receiver
Iocations by the very nature of a linear seismic profile

'

sites had to be readily accessible, Yet remote from roads,
railways, windmills,

trees, and grazing livestock-

2T

Seismometers were preferably

sited on outcropping

rocks, and covered with inverted bins to act as wind shields'
In areas of alluvial cover, where this was not possible, the
seismometers were placed in holes which were then covered
with al-uminium sheets and soiI.
Although no formal attempt was made to investigate the
effects of conditions at the seismometer sites on record
quali.by¿ âh appreciation of such effects has been gained
from a simple study of 113 records which r^/ere ol¡tained under
a wide variety of record.ing conditions.

T'he amplifier

gain

used for each record was noted and inctuded in one of two
groups according to the nat-ure of the base material on which
the seismometer was situated.

The two simple categories

used v/ere (a) those Sites at which the seismomeLer was
placed in a hole dug in clay or sand, and (b) those sites at

which the seismometer was placed on a solid rock base. In
the f irst case, the d.epth to f irm rock was not e.stablished
but it is estimated that in all cases
rock was covered by at least several feet of alluvium, as
judged from the surrounding soil conditions and lack of rock
at any of the sites,

It was found thaL for the 72 records included
under category (a) above, the mean attenuation required for
reducing backgrouncl noise to an acceptable level was 26 t

outcrops.

5.3 dB. F.or the 4I records included under category (b) ' the
mean attenuation used was 2L t 3. B dB- This shows that on
the average an increase of gain by 5 dB was possible for
seismometers placed on rock' compared with those placed on
alluvial

material , for the

Same

background noise level'

The
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values observed for the aÌ¡ove two groups of
recorcls have large standard deviations which tend to obscure
The
the rea-L differences between the two types of sites.

attentuation

Iarge scatter in the values of attenuation for each group
reflects the fact that no account was taken in the
categorisation

of the record.s , of different

meteorological

conclitions whi.ch prevailed during the recording periods. In
an attempt to isolate the effect of the soil conditions at
the si.tes from other factors effecting

useable gain a set of

12 records was selected from 6 occasions when two seismometers were operating on rock and soil bases respectively,
albeit

not at the same locatiorr.

These records confirm

t-ire

The dj-fferences
findings from the J-arger reoord collechion.
of gain useable on rocJ</soil- bases on any day \,,/ere found to

rarige from 6 to 12 dB, with the rock sites invariably being
quieter:. It shoulcl also l¡e noted, however, that despite the
lower amplifier gains of between two and four times for the
sys1-em

placecl on soil,

compared wj-th that on rock, the event

amplitud.es rÂIere comparable, indicating

that signal amplif i-

cation hacl occurred when seismic waves emerged through low
velocity all11vial- cover. It was also observed, as might be
expected, that d.isturbances due to vehicular and. pedestrian
were generarlly less pronounced for seismometers
placed on rock, than for those placed on so-i-I bases.
traffic

A planned, for:mal study should be undertaken to define
quantitatively, the various contributions to seismic noise

l-evel ancl the effect of site location and seismometer
placement on site quietness. f¡or detailed noise analyses,
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broad band tape recording facili'bies
in addition to visible

would be essentiaJ-,

chart recorders.

2.4 The Seismic Sources
2.4.I

Leigh Creek Blasts

Blasts at three different sites provided. the seismrc
.
energy for observations along tìre profile south of Leigh
Creek (LCK-S). Two of the blast areas v,/ere in lobes D and
c, v¿hich \,vere approximately 4 km apa::t at the northern and
southern ends of the Nort-hfield coal basin respectively.
The thj.rd blast area was located B km south of Leigh Creek
township on the edge of the Telford basin, where a drainage
channel was being prepared to divert surface water around
the Telford basin, prior to the conmencement of mining

there.

The blasts in lobes C and D were fired

in Triassic

shales , for the purpose of loosening overburden for subthe blasts for the drainage
sequent removal by dragline;

channel \^/ere situated in the older shafes of the Proterozoic
Amberoona formation. Although the charge sizes \.{ere
comparable, and blasting techniques were apparently the same
for both the lobes c and D, and the drain blasts, the
amplitudes of the records of the blasts at the monitoring
stations lfere considerably greater for bl-asts within the
It has also been
coal basin, than for blasts outside it.
observed that blasts from the two lobes in Northfield have
signatures at the permanent recording
which enable the lobes to be identified from the

characteristic
stations,

seismic records.

Charge sizes ranged from 566 to 1950 kg of
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ammonium

nitrate,

and aIl shots were fired

instantaneousÌy

detonation.

by electrical

Although both lobes are quite extensÍve, blasts were
confined to relatively small areas within each lobe during
the periocl of recording, so that the centres of those
smalfer areas have been used for the determination of sourcest-ation distances.

The coordinates of the centres are

given in Tabl-e 2.L, where the error terms represent the
maximum

possible extent of movement of the blast site within
It can be seen that the extent of movement is

each lobe.

greatest for lobe C, and in each case is greatest in the
east-west directi-on.

This means that source to station

distances and travel times wiII be less affected by
movement of the shot point for stations

Iying south of the

source than for stations lying east or west. In particular,
it means that the movement of the shot point wíll introduce
errors j-n.to the data chiefly

through -ì-ts effect on the

travel times to the monitoring stations WMA and UMB which
lie approximately east and south-west of the blasts. The
cumulative effect on travel times to permanent stations, of
both movement of the shot point, and. errors in reading the
statj-on records is indicated in the error terms quoted' in
Tables ¡.I(a)
Table

2

I

Drain

.

Coordinates of LCK Blasts
Latitude

Lobe
D

and 3.I(b)

4.54' ! 60 m
30026.s7' t 4oo m
3oo3o. 66' t roo m

3oo2

Longitude

t3Bo23.B4' I 15o m
t3Bo24.29' t 600 m

r38o25.35' t 2oo m
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2.4.2 fron Baron Blasts
Most of the records which were obtained along the
profile east of Iron Baron (IB-E profile) were for blasts at
the Iron Baron mine itsetf.

A few additional

records were

obtained, however, from blasts at lron Prince and Iron
Monarch mines which lie approximately one and thirty
kilometres north of Iron Baron respectivel-y. In accordance
with the purpose of the blasting at these quarries, which is
from quarry
to blast dense hematite ore and jaspillite
benches , the shots, unlike those at LCK, always i.nvolved
delayed firing.
thirty

Total charge sizes ranged. from one to

thousand kilograms of nitropril,

with typical

being between four to six thousand kilograms.
The shots were f ired by lit f uses. The co-ord-inates
(Table 2.2) which were used to calculate quarry-station
quantities

distances, refer to the centres of the areas being worked,
d.uring t.he period of recording.

Table 2.2
Quarry

Coordinates of IB, IM, IP Bl-asts
Longitude

Latitude

IB

33oo.4o' t 5oo m

IP

32os9.59' t 250 m

IM

32o44.i0' ! loo

t 15o m
r37o9. 39' t roo m
137o8.4r' r loo m

137o9.6r'
m

It is clear from the error terms, which again define the
maximum extent of lateral movement of the shot point in each
quarry, that the travel times to CLV wilt have a greater
variance than the travel times to HTT.
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Kanmantoo Blasts

2.4.3

As was the case at the other mines, the explosive
charges used at Kanmantoo consisted of ammonium nitrate

with cord.tex fuses linking the dril-l
Delays. were used at KMT, in
hol-es in the charge pattern.
order to maximize the efficiency of the blast, and to r:educe
low frequency vibration at the nearby townships of Kanmantoo
and fuel oiI,

prill

and CalIington.

The charges v,/ere detonated electrically'

Charge sizes were typically

kilograms of

ammonium

of the order of 4 to B thousand

nitrate.

The co-ordinates of the

from which station distances were
calculated were 3505.54' ! 230 m South and I39o0' t 240

centre of the pit,
East

m

"

2.5 Blast

Times

The shot instants for the quarry blasts used in the
survey, were calculated from the seismic records of the

blasts obtained at the permanent recording stations nearest
each quarry (see Figure 2.I). The travel times of seismic
waves from each quarry to i.ts respective monitoring stations
were determined by recording several shot instants at each
the corresponding arrival times of seismic waves
at the monitoring stations. This procedure is described in
Section 3.1. I. These travel times and the arrival times of
seismic \^/aves at each monitoring station from subsequent
blasts, enabled the times of later l¡Iast-s to be determined
with an accul:acy of 10.1, s. The stations used to monitor

quarry

and.
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each guarryrs blasts were

Ivlonitor station

Quarry

Leigh Creek

(LCK)

Umberatana
Woomera

(WMA)

Partacoona

Iron Baron (IB)
Iron Monarch (IM)

Hatlett
C1eve

(UMB)

(PNA)

(HTT)
(CLV)

Partacoona
Kanmantoo

(KMT)

AdeIaid.e

(ADE)

HaIlett

In determining the origin time of a particular blast,
greatest weight was given to the time obtained, from the
records at the first statj.on in each of the above groups'
the others being used primarily as checks. The details of
the quarry-station travel time d.eterminations are included
in the foll-owíng chaPter.

CHAPTER

3

TRAVEL TII'{ES TO STATIONS OF TTIB PERMANBNT SEISMIC
AND THEIR I}IPLICATIONS FOR CRUSTAL

3.

NETI,¡ORK

MODELS

I Travel Times to Stations of the Pernìanent Seismic
Network

Throughout the period of the present study, six of the
permanent seismic stations operated by the University of

Adelaide continued to record events from the quarries shown
in Figure 2.L. In this chapter the travel times from the

quarries to the permanent stations are discussed.
3. 1.

1

"

Calibrati.on" B1asts

The travel times of seismic waves from each quarry to
its respective monitoring station(s) were oÌ:tained from the

direct measuïement of shot instants for a num-ber of bl-asts
at each quarry, and the corresponding arrival times of
seismi-c !\raves at the nearest stations to each blast.

The shot instants of the "calibration"

initially

record.ed on a Both strip

blasts were

chart recorder, coupled

to a prospecting geophone which was placed as near as
possible to the blasting area (usually within 200 m. ) .

One

second time marks derived from the VNG radio time service
were also recorded directly onto the chart. This rather
cumbersome system with j-ts temperamental ink pens and time

channel relays was later replace<l by a simple cassette
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recorder adapted to record both event and radio time pips
directly onto nagnetic Lape for subsequent play back in the
laboratory.

The Both paper speed of L.7 cm/s and the

recorder
cassette playback via a Schlumberger ultraviolet
with a chart speed of 2.5 cm/s meant tha'b shot times could
be measured to t 0.02 sec with either recording system.
results of these " calibration" blasts are given in Tab}e
3.I (a) and (b)
Table

3.

I (a)

.

Travel Times to Permanent Stations nearest to
each Blast;

STATÏON

QUARRY

The

from "Calibration"
DISTANCE

NUMBER

OF BLASTS

(

Blasts
TRÀVEL TI¡4E

km)

(

sEc)

LCK

UMB

4

72.65

12.0r I 0.01

IB

CLV

4

97

.87

16.16 r 0.05

HTT

4

170.68

28.05 r 0.06

120. 60

19.98

HTT

I
I

rB2.

29

ADT

3

IM

CI,V

KMT

Table

3.

29

72

.55

.5s

5.35 r 0.05

I (b) Travel Times to Distant Permanent Stations;
from "CalibraLion" Blasts

QUARRY

STATION

DISTANCE

TRÀVEL TIME

km)

(sEc)

(

LCK

IB

KMT

PNA

178.25

WMA

L72.72

PNA

14s.59

WMA

209 .03

r
28.93 r
24.65 r
33.5 r

HTT

rB4.

30.54

35

30.

07

0. 06

0.04
0.

l_0

0.06
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3.I"2

Rou'bine BIasts

a Check on the Travel Times

In additj-on to the "calil¡ration" blasts of the previous
section, many more blasts at each quarry were recorded at
the permanent stations.

Although no absolute origin times
d.ifferences of travel times

\,vere measured for these blasts,

of seismic waves to any paì-r of stations' can be simply
found by subtracting tl-re arrival times at the two stations,
of waves from a particular
mean differences

Table 3.2 contains the

blast.

of travel times for several pairs of

stations , for each blast source. The standard deviation of
the mean has been gi.ven for each of the ntean travel time
differences and can be accounted for by errors in reading
onset times of arrivals and by movement of the shot points
in the quarries.
Table 3.2

Differences of Travel Tinres to Pairs of Stations,
for Routinely Recorded Blasts

QUARRY

STATION

PAIR

NUMBER OF
EVENTS

MEAN TRÀVEL

TIME DIFFERENC]]
(sEc)

RECORDED

UMB-WMA

I

16" 93

+

0.03

UMB-PNA

7

18.06

+

0.03

PNA-IVMA

B

L. L2

+

0.03

CLV-HTT

20

B7

+

0.03

CLV-PNA

t5

B. 41

+

0.05

CLV-WM7\

I5

I7 .34

+

0.06

KMT

HTT-ADE

10

25.L6

+

0. 05

IM

HTT-CLV

T2

9.68

+

0.03

LCK

IB

11.

3l
It can be seen t.hat the differences of arrival
pairs of statíons

times at

(Table 3.2) agiree very weII with the

corresponding differences which can be calculated from the
travel times (Tables 3.I (a) and (b). This
"calibration"
agreement is significant

because it

(a) indicates the

j-n time of the quarry-to-station

stab-ility

(b) confirms the observer's ability
station records consistently.

travel times,

and

to read the permanent

These t\,¿o factors are crucial

for the method of obtaining the times of blasts from the
permanent station records¡ âS described in Section 2-5-

Values for the differences J¡etween travel times to pairs of
stati.ons from major quarries have also been usecl in the
identif i-cation of quarry blast ::ecords, and in particular
they have been used to distinguish quallry l-rlasts from local
earthquakes on the records of the permanent seismic network.
In addition to serving the above purposes, differences
of. arrival

times at pairs of stati-ons have enabled travel

times to distant stations which did not record the calibration blasts, to be determined from the records of subsequent
These additional

btasts.

travel times' which are not

included in Tables 3.1 (a), (b), are listed
3.1.3

in Table 3.3.

llravel Times from Mt Fitton

A-T'r

additional

set of t.ravel times to

'b.he permanenL

recording statj-ons has been obtained from a large explos-ion
detonated at the Mt Fitton copper míne in the northern
Flinders Ranges. The travel times from this blast were
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analysed by Finlayson et aI (]-974), who stud.ied. travel times
to the north and west of the blast,

and by Ivluirhead et al

(1977) who made observations to the east.

Both reports

included the travel times to the si-x South AustraLian
permanent stations.

Table

3

3 Travel Times to Stations which did not Record
"Calibration" Blasts, fncluding Travel Times from
Mt Fitton Blast

QUARRY

LCK

IB

IM

Mt Fitton

'Iwo interesting

STATION

DISTANCE

TRÀVEL TIME

(km)

(sEC)

CLV

405. 44

58.28

HTT

338.39

50.62

UMB

3sB.7B

52 .19

ADE

260.33

41.60

PNA

126.60

2r.2

WMÄ

180.28

?o ?t

.2L

I .98

PNA

258.52

39. 15

ILN

300.

44

HTT

384.14

54"97

CLV

500.68

68.22

ADT

5s5.36

76-3r

UMB

49

3

.57

observations \^/ere macle about the S.A. travel

times by the two qroups of workers.

Finlayson et aI observed

that there existed a "large degree of scatter ifor the
travel times to the South Australian stati-onsÌ which was not
apparent in the Maralinga times of Doyle and Everinghant"
Mui-rhead et al found that the times to the South Australian

Figure

3

I

travel time graph for first arrivals at
stations of t.he permanent seismic network, from
various bLast sources.
The blast
staticn pair is shown for each of
the data poÍnts.
Red.uced

The broken li_nes are the travel time curves for

PI and Pn arrivals of the Doyle and Everingham
(1964)" study.
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stations from Mr Fitton had "marked delays" relative to the
travel ti.me branch d.efined by arrivals at portable stations
operated by the Australian National University further east
(see their Fig. 5) . Vühen the South Australian records were
re-read by independent observers, however, and travel times
calculated using the origin time of the Mt Fitton b.Iast
given by Finlayson et aI, then the arr:ivals were found to be
consistent with the easterly observations.

These times are

included in Table 3-3-

3

2 Crustal Models

times obtained from quarry blasts in the
present study offer an alternative to the data from earthquakes used previously by stewart and white, for the
The travel

determinati-on of crustal s'Uru'ctur:e in South Australia.
Since both sets of travel- times have been ol:lserved by
the same seismic network, it- is of interest to
compare the crustal models which Lhe earthquake and quarry

essentially

blast data satisfY-

3.2.L Model from First Arrivals
In Figure 3.1, the data of Tables 3'l (a), (b),c3'3
are plotted on a reduced time axis, with a red'ucing velocity
of 6 km/s. The data points lie approximately on two straight
line segments. The simplest crustal model that is consistent with the first arrivals is that consisting of a
half-space '
homogeneous crllstal- layer overlying an infinite
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The crust-mantle boundary i's assumed to be
horízontal- over the region encompassed by the networl< of
recording statj.ons and sources. The first arrivals seem to

the mantle.

d.ivid-e into two sets according to distance from the source'
These are:

(a)

the first

arrívals

reco-rded at distances of less than

150 km which have an apparent velocity

6 km/s. These arrívals

of approximately

are taken to be the direct

h/ave

(PI) arrivals.
(b)

the first

arrival

times at distances greatertiran

I50 km define a travel time branch with an apparent velocity
which is commonly associated with ray paths which have been
refracted at the Moho. This is the interpretation
The apparent velocities and
given to these arrivals.
estimaLed depths to the Moho are gi.ven in Table 3. 4.
critically

Table

3

4 Upper Mantle Velocities

and Moho

Depths Derived

from the Permanent Station Data
APPARENT

DATA USED

INTERCEPT

M

DEPTH

VELOCITY km,/s

(s)

(km)

Mt Fitton

8.00 r 0"03

6.9 r 0.IB

3L.2

LCK & IB

8.05 r 0.05

7.6 ! 0.21

34.2

r

7.65 ! 0.29

34 .3

all data for A>l-50

km

B.0B

0.05

Discussion: With the excePtion of events recorded at
PNA, the ray paths corresponding to the PI arrivals have
been confined to areas where the depth to magnetic basement
ranges up to 1500 m. (ref. Contour Map of Depth to Magnetic
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Basement, S.A. Dept. of Mines) which suqgests that the
appar:ent velocity

may be ascribed to

for these arrivals

the top of the Precambrian crystalline

basement (see

Section 4.2.a (b) for more detailed comments) The traveltimes are significantly

greater, however, than those

obse::ved by Doyle and Everingham (1964) (see Figure 3.I)

at

similar distances on the Gawler Platfoi:m, and the apparent
is correspondingly lower than the PL velocity

velocity

6.3 km/s found by DoyJ-e and. Everingham, or that found
White olî Stewart.

The Pn travel

of
by

time equation for events at

LCK and IB ag¡ees well- with those fouud previously,

terms of the apparent velocj-ty of the Pn arrivals

both in
and the

The estimates of crustal

constant terms of the equations.

thickness given in Tabrle 3.4 are -l-ower than those found
previously because of the smalfer value which has been
or the basis of the PI

adopted for tl-re crustal velocity,

arrivals " An increase of velocity with depth woul-d
be required to give a greater estimate of the clep'th to the
first

Moho.

It should al-so be noted that the Pn first
Mt Fitton have an appar:ent velocity

arrivals

from

which is consistent with

previously determined. values, but that Lhe constant term in
the equation for the arrivafs from 'this blast is anomalously
low.

The travel times from Mt Fitton are revised values

which have been confirmed by three independent obsé'rvers.
An at.tenipt to explain the early arr:ivals wilL be offered
below.

It is well known that the travel time equation for

refraction

branch can be written

as

a
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T=L/v+."+bi
where .= represents the source time term and b, the ith
station time term (!Viltmore and Bancroft (1961)). The

constant term in the linear equation fitted to the Pn
arrivals j-s therefore equal to the sum of the station

and

source time terms, and any anomaly in the constant term can
be attributecl to an anomaly in one or other, or both of the
time terms.

From the LCK and IB data described above, and

from additional- data given in Chapter 4, the mean intercept
term for Pn arrivals in Sout.h Australia is 1.7 ! 0.25 sec.
This mean intercept has been determined from a large number
of Pn arriva}s which have been recorded over a wide range of
azimuths, both at the permanent recording stations and at
portable stations deployed throughout the geosyncline region.
It therefore seems likely

that the low intercept term

obtained for the Mt Fitton arrivals

is due to a low source

term rather than to anomal-ous station terms. This may
indicate two things about the source region' (l) either the

t j-me

is smaller than expected at the point
refracted at the
at which the seismic rays become critically
Moho or (2) the crustal velocity is higher than expected in
depth to the refractor

the region surrounding the source, oY there may be a combination of these factors operating. If the reducti-on of source
term for Mt Fitton is 0. 7 sec compared to the LCK and IB
source terms (from Table 3.4), then the high crustal velocity
hypothesis requires a velocity

of 6-4 km/s for the Pl

velocj-t.y in a homogenous crust of thickness 34 km, whil-e the
shallow lr4oho hypothesis requires a crustal thickness of
28.6 km for a crust having'a Pl velocity

of 6

km,/s.

Jõ

It ís of interest

to note that the lr4t Fitton rnine is

situat--ecl in a region of positive

Bouguer gravi'ty vaÌues,

which approximately coincicles with the long arcuate zone of
hiqlr electrical conductivit.y reported by Gough et al (l-914)
(see also Sectj-on 1.3 above) .

It is possible to speculaLe

t-hat upwelling mantle mat-erial is responsible for three
observations v:-z " the low source time term for the Mt Fitton
blast,

the positive

gravi.ty anomaly and the electrical

cond.uctivity anomaly. Preliminary calculations of the
expected gravity anomaly that would be produced by mantle
material welling up into the crust, âs suggested by the
sej-sm-ic results from Mt Fitton, have shown that the
anomalies are too small to be attril¡uted
'to upwelling mantfe on the scale required for the seismic
A seismic ¡,,rof ile using LCK t¡Iasts as sources and
results.

observed gravity

directed towards Mt !'itton

could ì¡e used to investigate

structure on the Moho in the region about Mt Fitton.
A third explanation of the early a-rrivals at the South
Australian stations from the Mt t¡itton blast is that the shot
time for the blast is in error. If the blast time \^lere 0'7
sec earlier than the time quoted by Finlayson et aI, t-hen the
Mt Fitton travel- times would be consistent with other
observations made in South Australia, and there would be
need to reduce the Bass Straight times by 0. B sec,

i-t-t

to "normalize" l-hem to bhe Mt Fitton travel times (see
Muir:head et aI)

.

no

order
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3.2.2

Model from

P Intervals

S

An attempt was made to determine a uniform crustal
model, consistent wj-th the travel times to the permanent
stations,

using the method employed by White (f969) for
White's approach would seem to be very

earthquake data.

usef ul- rvhen earthquake data alone were avaílabIe,

since

p::ecisely l-ocated epicentres are not required for the
analysi-s. The method uses the .relationship between (ts-tp)
and t psp'
where (t -t ) represents the travel time difference
refracted S .lnd P wave
between any pair of critically

arrivals,

not necessarily from the same refractor,

the corresponding P travel time.

and tn is

The equation relating

these variables is
VV

(r
's -t p )=rl) (# - r)

+

Þ

where v p and v

I spandl
branche s

(r s

Ip

S

are 1,he P and S \{ave apparent velocities

are the intercepts of the critical
respectively.
forSandParrivals

If values of (t=-tp)

re

and

fraction

are plotted against an for alf

combinations of S and P arrivals,

from a1I refractors

which

are present, then the slopes of the line segmeni:s determine
the corresponding un/u, vel-ocity ratios,
of one velocity

and the assumption

determines the remaining crustal parameters.

The above procedure, applied to the permanent station records

of quarry bl-asts, yielded conclusive results for PI and SI
phases onl-y.

first

Data from station-quarry

P and S arrivals

anrf 51 are plotted

combinations where

were unambiguously identified

as Pl

in Figur:e 3.2 and gave a ve}ocity ratio

ló

IM-CLV

14

12

IB

- C[V

ìo

ICK- UMB

I

t-tsp
(sec)

ó

4

KMT

-

ADE

2

J

6

I

t2

tp

ì5

t8

(sec)

Figure 3.2 Plot of t=-tn vs tn for Pl and Sl arrivals
at Permanent stations '

4L

v

Pt

I.69 r 0.01

v S1
whj-ch is slightly

lower than the value of L.74 determined

by white from earthquake data, and Doyle and Everingham
from Maralinga.
to phases other than Pl and sl were few
at distance ranges which may otherwise have provided
involving Pn. The
unambiguous S-P intervals, particularly
Data relating

available data do, however, indicate a greater crustal
complexity than has previously been accepted for the South
Australian crust.

The inclusion of an intermediate refract-

in the crust results in a better explanation of the data than does a single layered crust, but even
with this additional feature which, of course, generates
more phases than a single layered crust ' additional compleing discontinuity

xity seems to be required.

A complicating feature of the

method is the need to record accurate arrival

times of shear

phases.

3.2.3 Conclusions
The records of guarry blasts obtained at the permanent
seismic network confirm the velocity of seismic waves in the

upper mantle of South Australia of about B km,/s, determined
in several previous studies. The upper crustal veJ'oc j-ty of
6 km/s however, is lower than that determined previously.
This lower velocity of PI waves may frave significant
implications

for the l-ocation of earthq.uake hypocentres which
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have previously been located in a uniform, single layered
crust of Pl velocity 6.25 km/s. An attempt to account for

both P and S hlave travel times in terms of a simple, single
Iayered homogeneous crust failed, partly because of inadequate data and partly because the available data reveal a
greater comptexity than would be expected for such a simple
model.

An electrical

conductivity

anomaly discovered by Gough

et aI (Lgl 4) in the north eastern FLinders Ranges, may be
related to an apparently anomalous source time term for the
Mt Fitton blast, which was located in the region containj-ng
the concluctivity anomaly, but the source of each anomaly
and their possible relationship

3.

remains undetermined-

3 Teleseismic Residual-s at the Permanent Stations

In addition to the travel times of seismic \^/aves wi-rich
have travelled relatively small- distances through the earth's
crust, the travel times of waves from teleseismic events may
be used to provid.e information on crustal and upper mantle
anomalies. If teleseismlc residuals are compared
at several stations which have small separations relative to
their distances from the source, then it can be argued that

structural

anomalies or trends in the pattern of teleseismic residuals
reflect anomalies or trencls in the crust or upper mantle in

the neighbourhood of the station(s),
essentially

since the waves travel

the same paths through the mantle'

AccordingLy, a smal_l study was commenced to evaluate

AJ
^1

the potential

for the

arrivals

of the use of teleseisnic

study of the crust and upper mantle in south Australia.
During January I976 a number of earthquakes occurred in the
vicinity

of the Kermadec Islands at an epicentral

of approximately 3':.o from the South Australian
network.

distance

seismic

Twenty five earthquakes from this region were used

to determire travel- time residuals for each permanent
station which may be interpreted in terms of anomalies in
the velocity

structure of the crust and upper mantle in the

neighbourhood of each station.

The earthquake epicentres

were obtained from the Provisional Determinations of Ep-icentres published by USCGS, and travel time residuals were
calculated from the travel time tables of Herrin et al
(1968). In order to minimize the influence of errors in
the source parameters, the residuals for each station \{ere
calculatecl relative to the residua] at PNA. The station
PNA

was chosen as the reference station i¡ecause of its

centralì-ty in the network, Tl-re results obtained from the
Kermadec eart-hquakes are given in Table 3.5, together with
the station corrections determined by l{errin and Taggart'(1968)
CJ-eary (1967) and Stewart (L912) . It needs to be emphasized
that the station terms quote<l from the present study are
relative terms only. The standard errors of the relative
residuals are of the order of 0.15 sec.
cleveloped in the equipment at IITT and

Faults which

Wf4À

and remained for

much of the recording period, meant that onJ-y a very few
usef ul- earthqualces were recorded at these stations.

station terms for HTT and

WMA

The

are therefore bracketed to

indicate the small sample size on which the two values are
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based, and the consequent possible unretiabliJ-ity of the
values. A second set of teLeseismic arrivals which was
recorded by the network during the same period, from
earthquakes at azimuths of between 300 and 350 degrees
relative to PNA, confirmed the pattern of the station
terms derived from the Kermad.ec earthquakes ' In particular
the large negative station terms at CLV and HTT were
confirmed.

3

5 Station Terms for Teleseismic Events

STATION

STATTON CORRECTTONS (SEC)

Table

CLEARY

HERRIN

STEWART

PREStrNT
STUDY

AND TAGGART

0.09

UMB

-r.04

CLV

-0.12

-0.4

ADE

-0.

HTT

13

-0.08

-0.94

.26

-0.30

0

-0. lB

(-o.er)
(-0.44)

WMA

Now the first

arrival

at cLV, from the blast at

ÙIt

had a residual of -1.05 sec
relative to PNA, and the first arrivals at cLV from blasts
at LcK had residuals of approximately -0.5 sec from the
travel time equatj-on for Pn arrivals in South Austral-ia

Fitton

(see section 3.I.3)

(see section 5.2.3).

The blasts at Mt Fitton and LCK were

at distances of 501 an<l 404 km respectively from cLV.
Because approximately equal, large negative residuals are
observed at CLV from events as close as 50 and as distant
as J^-o
I , at rs almost certain that the low residuals are
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produced by an anomaly in the velocity structure in the
Negative residuals can be simply
vicinity of the station.
explained in terms of eíther higher velocities in the crust

ormantlethanexpected,ol,forPnarrivals,ashallower
refractor than expected. If the Mt Fitton and teleseismic
residuals are produced by the same structural effect, then
the residuals are most probably due to unusually high
velocity materíal embedded in the upper mantle'
Although it has not been possible to make a definitive
statement on crustal or upper mantle structure from this
almost inadequate study of teleseismic resíduals, the study
has confirmed an early result of Cleary which was apparently
contradj-cted by stewart, in relation to the station residual
term at cleve. In so doing, the study has also shown that
marked anomalies exist in station residual terms across
South Australia, and that these are probably due to upper

The vast amount of teleseismic data
accrued by the permanent recording network could be used to
study the likely sources of these anomalies '

mantle effects.

CI]APTER

4

IhITERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION OF SEISMIC PHASES RNCORDBD

ON THE TEMPORARY STATION

4.

I

NETWORK

A

CRUSTAL MODEL DEFIT{ED

The Approach to Data Anal1zsi5 and Interpretation
The bull< of the data used in the present study were

obtained along two linear,

unreversed refraction

which were approximately mutually perpendicular.
partly completed profile provided some additional

profiles
A third
clata. This

chapter contains a discussion of the seismic phases observed
on the three profiles and the apparent travel time eguations
by which they can be describedThe approach to the travel time inversion problem

was

to fiL either linear or hyperbolic travel time equat-ions to
groups of arrivals which had continuity across several
In the case of phases to which hyperbolic
equations were fitted, the arrivals had curved travel time
segments, Iarge amplitudes and high apparent velocities
records.

characteristic

of reflected

arrivals

(Cerveny (1966) ) .

From

the travel time equati-ons, which !\¡ere f itted to the data by
the rnethod of least squares, a simplified model of the
crust was obtained, assuming uniform, horizontal Iayering
of the crust. The basic crustal model so obtained was then
subjected to various "perturbations" to produce more complex
models incorporating posit.ive and negative velocity
graclients and low velocity
theoretical

layers.

For each model generated,

travel times were calculated and compared with
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observed times with the object of improving agreement
between the two and also, bY referring to all availabl-e
phases , of producing an internally

col-Isistent crustal model'

Thus no claims for uniqueness are made for the model, but

only consistency with the observed data. Theoretical
travel times were calculated using the methods of geometrical
ray theory; a discussion of the limitations of geornetrical
ray theory and of alternative

inversion schemes is given in

Appendix A.

With respect to obtaining information from the seismic
records, the problems of selecting phases and reading
arrival

times particularly

of later arrivals,

and the

subjective practice of associating phases from several
record.s with one another and with a particular travel time
branchf were greatly alleviated by the preparation of
Another problem was that
record. sections for each profile.
recognised by Jeffreys

(I962) who remarked upon the

of measuring so many phases on a seismic record
that "whatever hypothesis might be under discussion' some
rgading woul_d be found to agree with it" . He suggested
three criteria to test whether a movement is a newly arrived

possibility

phase. They are a sharp increase in amplitude, a sudden
change of period, and a sharp change of direction of moveIn this study an attempt was made to
according to the first of these criteria

ment of the trace.

select arrivals

onlyr so that it is poss-i-bIe that phases with small
amplitudes may have been overlool(ed.

4B

4

2 Travel Times of

LCK-S, fB-E and KMT Profiles

P-Waves

In discussing the travel times of seismic waves and the
crustal modefs derived from these data, the following
be used to refer to the observed seismic
phases: PI (Sf) , refraction from the upper crust i P2 (52)

notation wilt

,

from a lower crustal layer; Pn (Sn) , refraction
f rom the Moho. An R f ollowi-ng these symbols wil-I denote a

refraction
reflection

from the top of the corresponding l-ayer.

Record sections \^/ere constructed for each prof iIe,

of phases which were able to

aid in the id.entification

correlated across several adjacent records.
of phases has been one of the criteria
of phases to be read from the records.

to
be

The "continuity"

used in the sel-ection

First

arrivals

are

generally unambiguous, and have been read. with a readj-ng
Although the onsets of second

microscope and vernier.

arrivals

to pick than first

are more difficult

identification

of later arrivals

arrivals,

the

in this study has been

made

on the basis of sudden amplitude increases, so that the
arrival times of late arrivals are known within I 0.I secThere is also the possibility,
amplitude second. arrivals

however, that some small

have remained unidentified'.

The

time of each phase used has been read several times,
thus confirming at l-east the author's consistency in choosing
arrival

onset times, and at best indicating
arrival
arrival

the accuracy with which

times are known. It is estimated that first
times are generally known within i 0.03 sec,

that the arrival
error of 0.I sec.

times of later arrivals
When

have a

and

maximum

errors in the deL.ermination of the
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origin times of the blasts, which depend on the accuracy of
read.ing permanent station records are taken into account,
together with movement of the shot point, the errors in
travel times are estimated to be less than 0.I and 0.17 sec
for first

anrl later arrivals

discussed. below are listed

4.2.L

respectivel-y.
in Appendix

AII travel times

B.

Leigh Creek Profile
Forty two records were obtained along a profile

(LCK-S)

extending to 331 km from the source. An average spacing of
6 km between stations \^/as achieved for stations to IB0 km
from the Source, and 10 km was the average distance between
stations at greater distances. The distribution of aII
stations which recorded arrivals from LCK blasts is shown in
Figure 4.I. A reduced travel time graph of the P data
plotted with a reducing velocity

of 6 km,/s is presented

as

Figure 4.2, in which it can be seen that all records at
distances of less than 70 km from the source were of blasts
at the drain site

(see Section 2.4), that all except two of

the record.s obtained beyond 200 km were from lobe C, and
that most of the records in the intermediate distance range
were of blasts at lobe D. The significance of this
observation is that phases can be seen to be continuous

on

the record section, despite movement of the shot point by
of seismic phases in this
several kilometres. The stability
sense, has to¡g been employed as a test of their reality.
In particular, the phase P2R which is interpreted as a
reflected phase (see below) exhibits this stability.

Figure 4.2

Reduced travel

time graph for seismic phases observed
on LCK-S profile.
Best fit curves have been superimposed
(Equations I-5 in Tabl-e 4.1)

.

Letter Code Dr, D, C indicates Drain, Iobe D or lobe
source respectively.
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Figure 4.2 shows that the first
travel time branches which intersect

arrivals

define two

at approximately I70

before crossover are designated Pl,
while those beyond crossover are Pn. Three other sets of
later P-wave arrivals have been identified on the LCK
km. The first

arrivals

of these (P2R) appears with large
amplitude between 70 and 160 km frorn the source, and can be
traced back to 25 km, but with small-er amplitude. The

record.s. The first

second. (PnR) is identified

characteristics

beyond 100 km. The amplitude

of both P2R and PnR arrivals,

the curvature

of their travel time curves, and their high apparent
velocities suggest that they are reflected phases arising
from an intermediate crustal reflector and the Moho,
The third set (P2) of later arrivals defines
respectively.
a linear travet time branch which appears to be tangential
to the P2R curve. The P2 arrivals, which have been identified between ItB and 230 km, are never first

arrivals

on

records of the LCK Profile.
In accordance with the approach to interpretation stated
abover linear travel time equations \^/ere fitted to the Pl,
P2 and Pn data, and hyperbolic equations to the P2R and PnR
data. The travel time equations from which the squares of
the deviations of the data are minimized are given in Table
4. L.

The travel times which were used to determine equation
(I) were those of aII first arrivals to I30 km, with the

exception of the first

arrivals at stations L16

and
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L20 where, because of the need to use excessive attenuation

the true first

due to high backqround noise level,
\^/as

Four later arrivals

lost.

arrival

which \^/ere observed at

stations L2B, L30, L31 and L32, beyond the crossover distance
for PI and Pn, appear to be associated with the phase Pl,
of equation

ancl were included in the derivation

Table 4-l- Travel Time Equations for P

\,vave

TRAVEL TIME EQUATION

PHASE

(

1)

data

.

LCK
NO

RMS

RESIDUAL
(sEC)

Profile

OF

DATA

P1

t

v
(s.95 t 0.01) + 0.21 r 0.06

0.08

22

(r)

P2

t

v
(6.42 r 0.04) + 2.21 t

0. tB

0. 12

13

(2)

Pn

t

(7.91 ^t o.o4) + 7.33 ! 0.16

0. 09

Lr

(3)

P2R

t

(

\

0. 09

12

(4)

PnR

t

5. 0) \

0. 09

e

(s)

X

2

(s.94 1 0.0r)
X

(6.2r r

+ 39.88 1

2

2

0.03)

Other omitted first

+ I49. 3B I

2

arrivals

0.BB)

which occur before cross-

over, are those at stations L2I to L25, in the d.istance range
I34 to 158 km from the source. These five arrivals aII have
large posj-tive residuals from the travel time curve d.efined
by arrivals
the source.

at both nearer and more distant
The continuity

stations from

of the PI branch to distances

beyond the crossover distance suggests that the delays are

better explained by near surface, rather than deeper structural effects, but this i-s not supported by an examination
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of the surface geology in the vicinity of the anomalous
stations, which indicates that essentially the same rock
Nor is the explanation
types exist along the whole profile.
of the delays in terms of shallow structural effects
supported by the good agreement between Iater (PnR) phases
observed at the stations in question, and those observed at
adjacent stations with "normal" PI travel times. An
alternative explanation of the large delays is that the
anomalous first

arrivals

are not in fact PI.

The loss of PI

in ttre distance range 134 to 158 km is consistent with the
observed pattern of Pl amplitudes at smaller distances. At
distances less than 70 km from the drain source, PI amplitudes are large and onsets are sharp. Beyond 70 km, where
the Pl records are predominantly of blasts at lobe D, the
amplitudes of Pt are much smaller than for blasts at the
although the charge sizes in both cases are
comparable. The reappearance of PI at distances beyond 200
km may be due to the fact that these records were of blasts

drain site,

in lobe C rather than lobe D. It has also been observed that
no S1 phases \^/ere identified on records obtained from blasts
at lobe D, although Sn was observed. It seems, therefore,
that the Ioss of PI (and SI) at stations L2L to L25 is due
source being observed, rather than to
either deep or shallow structural effects near the anomalous

to the particular
stations.

It should be emphasized that the above conclusion
depends heavilY on the association of the late arrivals

stations L'28 to L32, with the P1 arrivals observed at

at
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smaller distances from the source.
are not in fact Pl- arrivals,

If the distant arrivals

tþen tire loss of Pl at stations

L2I to L25 and beyond may be due to deep structural
In particular,

effects.

the loss of P1 may be due to a velocity

d.ecrease with depth, âs observed by FIaJ-es and Nation (1973)

on their Rocky Mountain Profile,

where Pl was not observed

beyond 165 km. Branson et al (1972) have obtained evidence

layer in the upper crust from a reflection
survey in New South Wales, but apart from the loss of PI

of a low velocity
arrivals

mentioned above, Lhere is no other evidence from

the present study to support the existence of this low
velocity layer in the geosyncline region. Several crustal
models incorporating

a low velocity

in an attempt to account forthe

layer have been studied

loss of Pl on the

LCK

Constraints have been imposed on the model-s by the
travel times of the phases PI, P2, P2Rr Pn and PnR. As a
result of these studies it has been found that a crustal

profile.

model without an LVL best explains the travel time data,

without however, accounting for the loss of Pl. Additional
evidence against the existence of an LVL has been found in
the form of late phases which occur several seconds after
the first arrivals at UMB and CLV from blasts at IB and Mt
Fitton respectively.

These l-ate arrival-s were registered at

clistances of 358 and 500 km from the respective sources and
occur at the expected times for Pl arrj-vals. As a result of
the above considerations it has been decided to include the
distant late arrj-vals in the PI data set, and to excfude an
LVL from possible crustal model-s.
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of stations record.ing arrivals

\
from biasts at IB.

1/+1
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4.2.2

Iron Baron Profile

eight recorcls 'dere obtained along a prof ile
(IB-E) 365 km J-ong. The positions of the stations are
Fifty

shown in Figure 4.3.

The travel times of P phases identified

on these record.s are presented. as a reduced travel time plot
with a reducinq velocity of 6 km/sec, in Figure 4-4- It can
be seen from this figure that the first arrival-s define
three linear travel time branches, (Pl', P2 and Pn), with
crossover points near I00 km (Pl, P2) and 2L0 km (P2, Pn)
respectj-vely. A set of large amplitude, later arrivals is
also evident in the distance range 107 to 195 km. These
arrivals appear to form an extension of the Pn curve. A
selection of records from the IB-E profile which demonstrates
these large amplitude second arrivals is shown in Figure
4.5.

The break that exists in the record coverage between

33 and 18 km (stations BI0 to BIl) corresponds to the
section of the profile occupied by Spencer Gulf. Two
attempts t-o obtain

records at sites in the gutf, using

ocean bottom seismometers supplied by Flinders University

Linear travel time equations which
were determined for the phases PI, P2 and Pn are given in
Table 4.2. The data used to determine equation (6) were
the travel ti-mes of the f i-rst arrivals a't stations BI to BI4 '
vvere not successful.

Of the first

arrivals

associated with the Pn curve, those at

the three most distant stations 841,

]H-42

and 843 were

omitted from the determination of equation (B) because of
their anomalously early first arrivals (see Figure 4.4).
An explanation of these observatj-ons wilÌ

be offered below'

The travel times to stations 816 and 817 were also omitted

Figure 4.4 R.edi:ced traver time graph for phases observed. cn the
IB-E profl-le bes'u fit c'Jrve ilave been superimposed
(Equa-uions 6, 7 and 9 cf Tabie 4.2\
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5 A selectì on of records which demonstrates the large amplitude
second arrivals observed between l-07 and 195 km on the IB-E profìIe.
The records shov¿n are from stations (a) Bl-8 (b) B2L (c) 826 (d)

HTT
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from the determination of equation (7) because of their
large (unexplained) positive residuals- When the travel
times of the second arrivals

observed between

107

are taken together with the times of the Pn first

and 195 km

arrivals,

equation (9) of Table 4.2 is obtained.
Table 4.2

TraveI Time Equations fo:: P Wave Data

IB-E

Prof il-e
TRAVEL TIME EQUATION

PHASB

NO,

RMS

RESIDUAL
(

SEC)

OF

DATA

P1

t

TBJ3- o.oTI + o'23 t

o'04

0.09

l-4

(6)

P2

t

x
(6.46 r o.o4) + I.59 Ì 0.13

0.09

18

(7)

Pn

t

(8.03 r 0.13) + B.I0 1 0.46

0. 16

11

(B)

t

(7.97 r o.o3) + 7.77 r 0.10

0. 10

21

(e)

first
arrivals
(

only

X

)

Pn

first and
later
arrivals )
(

4.2.3

'!a

Kanmantoo Profile

A small number of blasts \dere recorded at essentially
two azimuths from the Kanmantoo Copper Mine. The westerly
profile (KMT-W) which extented to 44 km from the mine
towarcl the permanent station ADT ' and incorporated 12
recording sites, provided good station coverage for the
determination of shallow velocity structure. Records were
also obtained at four stations lying north of KMT to a

Figure

4

6 Travel time graph for first

arrivals

from

KMT

blasts,

observed at stations within 50 km of the mine.
Solid l-ine j-s best fit line for stations of the westerly

profile

(KMT-I^I) Equation 10. Broken line is best fi'u

line for northerly stations

(KPIT-N) - Equation 11.
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d:fstance of L02 km from the mine.

arrivals

Travel times of fir:st

have been plotted for djstances'Lo 44 km in Þ'igure

4.6, from which it is clear that even at small distances
from the source markedly different velocities are required
to describe the first

for the westerly and north-

arrivals

which define the solid and dashed l-ines

erly profiles,

The higher apparent velocity

respectively

in Figure 4.6.

the arrivals

at the t-hree northerly

wibh the arrival

of

stations is consistent
at a for-rrth northerly statj-on SI (A:I02 km)

which is beyond. the maximum cìistance shown on Figure 4-6.
The residual of the travel

equation (11), is 0.015 sec.

time to this station,from
The traveL time equations for

tlie two sets of P wave arrivals
in ilable

4

are equations (10) and (f1)

.3.

Acldi.bional recording sites to the north of

KMT were

HTT, B4)-, B2g, 827, B2L and 820 (see l-igr.rre 4.3) , L31

.rnd

L30 (see Figure 4.L) , which extended the northerly recordinqs
to a distance of 308 km from the source. The recprdings
obtainecl at the seven most clistant sites nortlì of KMT were
aIl obtained incidentally during attempts to record other
blast-s from either IB or LCK and hence the sites do not
In fact the disposition
constitute a proper linear profile.
of the stations more nearly represents a fan spread of
encountered r,vith
receivers relative to KMT. A difficulty
such a deployment of st¿rtions is thab of knowing whethe.r tire
first arrivals at al-l stations have arisen from bhe scl'Ill€

refracting

horizon.

As is observed in Appendix 4.2 this

problem besets alt seismic experiments where phases cannot
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Tf¡ however,
be clearly traced from receiver to receiver.
it is assumed. that the arrivals clo derive from a common
refractor,
refractor

then the apparent- velocity

of P \^/aves in the
at

is 6.69 km/sec, âs determined from tl-re arrivals

stations HTT to 820 and excluding the two most distant
stat-ions. C1-early the dj-stribution of stations between I7B
and 204 km does not provide optimum con<fit-ions for an
When the
accurate evaluation of the refractor velocity.
arrivals

at the two most distant stations,

poorelî quality

which are of

than the nealer arr:-i-vals, are includedr

âIì

apparent vel.ocity of 6.36 J<m/sec is obtained. In this case
the most distant arrivafs tend t.o bias tlle data inordinately,
so that in ]:oth attempts to group the KMT dj-stant data the
values for: ttre refractor velocity must be t-reated ivith
It does appear, neverthel-ess, that al-thougl-t an
accurate velocit-y has no.L been obtained, the value Iies
between the velocities de'bermined for Pl- and Pn arrivals
caution,

on ot.her prof iles.

The impl-ication is that the ar,rivals

at stations distant from

KMT

have arisen from an intermedi-ate

It should al-so be noted that Pn arrivals were
not recorded at the two most distant recording sil-es L30
and. L3t" No expl-anation of this observation has been given.
refractor.

All northerly recordings of KMT blasts are plotted in Fig' 4"7'
Table 4.3 Travel- Time Equations for P Wave Data KMT Profiles
TRÄ.VEL TIMN

PI]ASE

EQUATION

RIV1S

I

TIO

I

RESIDUAL
(StrC)
P

l-westerly

t-

P

1-northerly

t:

X

(s.:a t
q)+

0.04)

x
6

OF'

DÄTA

+ 0.00 10"02 0.05

L2

+ 0.00't 0.09 0.07

4

(r0)
(

1r)
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4.3

Interpretatj-on

and Discussion

4.3.L (a) Upper Crust

P-Wave Data

Shallow SedinLents

The non-zero intercept

terms of the Pl equations (I)

and (6), suggest that a layer of low velocity material exists
at or near the surface. Along both the LCK and IB profiles,
the near surface material consists of sediments of Aclelaidean
age which are either apparent as outcrops or are covered
by a thin layer of a}l-uvium, so that the intercept terms of
the Pl travel time equations may be attributed to the passage of seismic waves through shallow Adelaiclean secliments.
The sedimentary rocks which ourt-crop along bot--h IB and LCK

profiles

are generally of Mar:inoan age (late Proterozoíc)

and consist af, in the main, shales, slates and sandstones.
Press (in Flantlbook of Physical Constant-,s (Pp 202 - 203) has

tabulated. the results of sej-smic ve1-ocit-y measurements in
sedinentary and metamorphic rocks, from several field and
laboratory experiments.

His table 9.4 gives sandstone

of between 2 and 4. 5 km/sec clepending on
age and depth of burial of the rocks (Press after Faust).
Tire Adelaj-dean sediments of the Adetaide geosyncline are
shale velocities

older than those considered by Faust, and therefore, bY
extrapolating from his observations, may be expected to have
vel-ocities higher than 4 kmr/sec.
In facL, from several- seismic surveys which have been
conducted by the south Australian Mines Department (8.
Mi_lton, personal communication) , i t appears that the mean
veloc.ity of p waves in Adelaiclean sediments i-s signif icant-Iy
higher thctn 4 k¡x/sec. These sul:veysf which were conductecì
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TabIe 4.4 P-Wave Velocities

for Adelaide System Rocks

(Compj-led bY B. MiLton, South Australian Mines
DePt)
AREA OF SURVEY

P

ROCK.-TYPE

WAVE VELOCITY

(km/sec)

Marinoan

Blinman
(KendaI l

Wonoka

)

shaIe,
limestone

Fmn

dolomit-e

Nuccaleena Fmn

Trezona Fmn - shale,
limestone
WiIl-ochra

5. IB

4.97
5.03

It4arinoan

siltstone

4.00

interbeds
AppiIa tillite,
sandstone
siltstone and

3.59

WiIlochra

Survey s

Fmn

Sturti-an

South of
Lake Torrens
(KendalI)

Eucla Basin

Marinoan

Tent HiII

Fmn

siltstone,

quart z ite

4.BB

4.42

Mari-noan

5.03

(Rendall)
Eastern
Euc1a Basin

Adelaide SYstem undif ferentiated

5.I3

Adelaide SYstem undi fferentiated

4

Adelaide

4. 87

(M-i-Iton)

Port Augusta
(Mclnerney
Roberts

&

)

RedcIi ffs
(Morony)

SYstem

5
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in wideJ.y dj-fferent regions of South Australia, yielded the
velocities for Adelaidean sediments given in Table 4.4.
is 4.8 km/sec.

The mean of the P h/ave velocities

4.3.1 (b)

Upper Crust - Crystalline

Basement

The equations describing the P]. fir:st

arrivals

on the

agree very wel-I, both in their apparent
velocity and intercept terms. These equations ( (I) and (6) )
describe the travel times of waves which have been refracted
through the upper q¡ust, and t-he intercept terms are due to

LCK and. IB profiles

the passage of waves through the shallow sediments descril:ed
in the previous section. Vel-ocities similar to those found
in the present stucly" for the phase Pl, have been measured
in four earlier studies in South Australia, and ascribed to
material of the crystalline

basementr âD easterÌy extension

of the Precambrian shield, which forrned the floor of the
Aclelaide geosyncline. The earlier studies were made by
1

Milton (Lg74, Lg/5), Kendal-I (196 ) and Doyle and Everingham
(1964). A comparison of the earlier results with those of
the present study provides a key to 'bhe interpretation

of

the phase Pl.
Mi.lton (1975) determined ref raction velocities of 5.70
and 5.83 km/sec on two seismic refraction profj1es east and
west of the Karar-i Fault in the southwest Arkaringa Basin,
where he founcl goocl agreement between depLhs bo seismic,
magnetic ancl crystalline

basements, and was therefore led

to associate the above velocities

with crystalline

basement.

6B

determined basement

Earlier work by Kendal-t (1967) ,

vzho

veLoc-ities of between 5. 6 and

0 km,/s along several prof iles

6"

P

also in t-he Eucla Basin, clefines the probable range of P
velocities in the crystalline krasement. It shouLd be noted
that Kendall's refractors

agreed in depth with crystalline

basement, âs determined from borehole samples.

DoyIe and Everingham (1964) found a shallow
with P-wave velocib.y in the range 5.70 t-o 5.BB

Finally,
refractor

km/sec at three of the recording sites,

and at tire blast

site of the 1956-7 Maralinga atonLic tests. Th-i-s ref ractor
r.¡/as identified. at each crf the four sites by local seismic
surveys which were made for the express purpose of determining shallow struc'ture and hence station corrections,
for the broader scale work" At the Maralinga bl-ast site
t,he depth to the refracting horizon was found to be 440
and dritling

m,

.intersected Archaean basement at a depth of

525 m (I-udbrook (196I) ) , so that the refractor

\^/as

as crystalJ-ine basement. In thej-r broader scale
work,however, Doyle and Everingham found a PI velocity of
identified

6.3 kmrlsec from seven first arrivals recorded over a
distance of IB7 km. The different velocities found in the
small ancl large scale surveys were reconciled by assuming
an increase of velocity with depth in the crystalline
material.

Such an increase of velocity

is expected Lo occur

in the shallow crust as porosity of the near surface rocks
decreases, a¡c1 pressure increaSes (Steinhart and Meyer
(1961)).
P.m/sec

Because of the very sma1l intercept- of the 6.3

branch and its continuity

to large distances, they

,
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concluded that the velocity

must increase very rapidly at

shallow depths, and subsequently remain essentially constant
over the remainder of the crus't. By contrast, in the present
were recorded as first arrivafs to a
distance of 130 km on the LCK profile and 104 km on the IB
profile, and beyond crossover PI could Lre identified to
23L km on the LCK profile, without any evidence of a st¡:ong
study Pl arrivals

vel-ocity gradient producing P velocities

in excess of

6

km/s, âs suggested by Doyle and Everingham'
.In the light
a velocity

of the four earlier

of 6 km/s to crystalline

studies which ascribed
basement materiaf,

it

woulcl perhaps seem appropriate to also associate tlre phase
pI of the present study with crystalline basement. Given

the P-wave velocity

of 5 km,/sec in the sediments overlying

basement in the Adetaide geosyncline, the intercept

terms

time equations (equations (I) and (6))
then yie]cI depths to the basement refractor of the order of
However, such a shallow depth to basement
one kilometer.

of the Pl travel

does not agree with the depths to
magnetic basement determined by the Bureau of Mineral
Resources and prr¡fi=ft.a in the form of a 1:I 000 000 Cont-our
along, the LCK profile

Map of Depth 'b.o Magnetic Basement. According to this

source,

magnetic basement increases in d'epth from I to 6 km in the
first 50 km of the LcK prof.ile, and exists at d'epths in

There is
excess of 7 km for the remai-nder of the profile.
no evidence from the Pl apparent velocity to suggest that t'he
On
have arisen from a down-dipping refractor'
the Eyre Peninsular: section of the IB profile, on the other

Pt arrivals

10

hand, magnetic basement occurs at a d,epth of l-ess than l
and yet the PI travel time equation has essentially the
It
same value of intercept term as for the LCK profile.

km

is clear that if the interpr:etatiorsof crustal structure
from magnetic, seismic and geological observations are to
then either magnetic and crys{-aIIine basements are coincid.ent, in which case the seismic horizon is
not crystalline basement, of the magnetic and crystalline
be consistent,

basements are not coincident.

Because of the good correla-

tion between magnetic and crystallíne basements where depths
to the latter have been determined from drillir-rg or outcrops,
ancl because of the thickness of sediments known to exist
in the Adelaide geosyncli-ne, it would seem most likely
that crystal]ine and magnetic basements do l¡oth exist at
depth in the central geosyncline region and hence that the
seismic I'rorizon associated with equations (r) and (6) is
not precambrian crystalline basement, âs may have been
supposed from velocity considerations alone'
In acldition, Stewart has estimated that the thickness
of the Adelaidean secliments ranges up to 6 km in the southern part of the Adelaide geosyncline, in agreement with
d.epths to magnetic basement, and. that the P wave velocity

in the sed.imentary material is approximately 4.5 kmr/s. If
the velocity of the basement material which underlies the
secliments is taken to be 5.95 km/s r âs is indicated by the
Pl arrivals on the LCK and IB profiles, then the crossover

di-stance for the sedimentary aud basement arrivals would Jre
33 km, assuming horizontal, uniform layering, and a thickthe recorded first
ness of 6 km for the sediments. None
arrivals

on any Profile,

however:, exhibit

the low apparent

1L

velocity

indicat-ì-ve of direct ray paths through the Iow

velocity

secliments. In fact,

f irst

arrivals

at ten statir:ns

within 20 km of t-he KMT source have an apparent veJ-ociby of
5.42 km/s" The trar¡el time equation which has been fitted
to the clata from
RMS

KMT

has zero inlercept

and the clata have

an

residual of 0.05 sec from the line of best fit"

Although it may be argued that the high velocity is due tcl
the high degree of met-amorphism of the rocks in the l(anmantoo
Trough, compared. to the shallow sedimen.bs in the northern
part of t,he Adelaidean geosyncline, it is also true that the
few arriva]s

observed at stat--i-orls within 20 km of the

and IB blasts fit

the KI'[T travel ti-me curve-

\,raves producing these arrivals

relatively

wiIl

Since

have t--raversed

shall-ow layer of sedimentary material,

P vüave velocity

LCI(

thc:

a

then the

in the sediments, even at depths of less

than 1 km, must Ì:e significantly

higher than 5 krn/s" This

suggest that in the Adel-aide geosyncline generalIy'
the P \'vave veloc-ity increases rapidly wj-th dept-h near the

woul-d.

sur:f ace.

Furthermore, failure

to observe phases which had been

reflectecl from the top of the basement may be taken as
evid.ence against the existence of a sharp velocity dis*
at the bottom of the sedimentary column, which
a uniform layer:ed model would preclict. It is therefore
suggested that the Pl equations (I) and (6) describe waves

continuity

that have been continuously refracted in a crust where the
increases rapidly from 5 km/sec in the near
surf ace Adel-ajdean sediments, to about 5. B - 5. 9 km/sec at

P \.vave velocity

12

a depth of one or two kilometres,

and continues to increase

mol:e gradually at greater d.ePths in the deeper sediments

and crystall-ine

basemen't.

4.3"2 An Intermediate Velocity Discontinuity
Evidence for the existence of a first order discontinuity of seismic velocity at int-ermediate depths in the crust,
The
is provided. in this survey by four sets of arrivals.
first is the phase P2R which was observed on the LCI( profile.

Tlre P2R arrj-vals, which are shown in Figure 4.2, are
described by equation (4). The phase has been identified

a reflected

phase by virtue

as

of its amplitude characteristics,

the curvature of its travel time branch and the high
apparent velocity of the arrivals at small disLances from
the source.

The value of 5.94 km/sec which occurs in the

denominator of equation (4) represqnts an average velocity
of P waves in the section of the crust traversed by the
waves. This average velocity is in very good agreement
with the refraction velocity determíned for the phase P1
P2R

(equations (1) and (6)), and, supports the earlier suggrestion
that the upper c::ust is essentially uniform, except for a
strong velocity

grad.i-ent in the near surface zone.

The

constant term of equation (4) yields a depth to the reflector
of 18. B km, subject to the assumption of a uniform upper
crust.

The faj-Iure to observe corl:esponding P2R arrivals

the IB profile
that profile

was due, in part, to the missing section of

corresponding to Spencer GuIf

on

13

The second. set of arrivals

observed on the LCK profile,

which may be considered as evj-dence for an intermediate
is tJ:le phase P2, wirich is also shown
ref lector/refract-or,
in I'igure 4.2, and clescribed by equa'tion (2)' The P2
travel tilne branch is tangential

to the P2R curve and linear'

SuggestingthatthephaseP2consistsofarrivalsofwaves
refracted at the top of a lower
which have been critically
crustal layer, whose P velocity

is 6'42 km/sec'

By

assumingtheuppercrustalparametersdeducedinprevious
sections, the depth to the (Ìrorizontal) refractor is found
to be approximately IB km, which agÏees with the depth to
the reflector
The third

giving rise to the P2R phase'
set of arrivals

which affords perhaps

t-he

most convincing evid.ence for a velocity discontinuity in
the crust, is the. set of first arrj-vals observed on the IB
profile between sLations B13 and. 833 over a distance range
of approximately 1I0 km. These arrivals which are shown in
Figure 4.4, are clescribed b'y equation (7) ' The good agreementbetweentheapparentvelocityofthisphase(6.46
km/sec)andtheP2arrivalsobservedontheLCKprofile
impliesthatbothsetsofarrivalshavearisenfromthesame
high velocity refractor, in which the P velocity is 6.46
km/sec, ancl that the refractor is horizonLalo at least over
those parts from rvhich the observecl P2 arrivals are refracted
back to the surface. However the travel time equation for
e P2 which is observed. along the IB profile, has a
smaller intercept ternt than the correspouding P2 equation
for the LCK profile (equations (7) and (2) respectively)'

the

phas

1^
lL,

The depth to the horizontal- refractor along the IB profile,
assunting uniform, horizontal layering, is L2 km' comparecl

with IB km for the LCK Profile'
The fourth set of arrivals which may be associated with
the intermediab.e ref racting horizon is a set of first
arrivals at eight stations Iying between L82 and 308 km

north of KMT. These arrivals !üere discr-rssed in section
4.2.3 above and the rationale for their association with
the intermediate refractor was qiven there. since certain
of the stations which recorded KMT arrivals also recorded
p2'arrival-s from both IB and LCK it was possibl-e to use a
simple time term approach to obtain the contour of Lhe
refractor

along parts of the IB-E and LCK-S profiles '

This

procedurerequiredtheassumptionsthatthearrivalsat
the stations north of I{MT I^,re.re P2 refracted arri-vals and
that azimuthal effects \,\Tere negligible insofar as they
affected station and soul:ce time terms. The model on which
the analysis v/as based Consisted of a uniform upper crust
of P wave velocity 5'g5 km'/s overlying a refractor of P
velocity6.46km/s.Themodeloftheuppercrustwasthat
the velocity
obtained from PI and P2R arrivals;

assumed for

the lower crustal material was that determined from the P2
first arrivals on the IB-E profile, and the phases P2 and
The phase PnR is discussed below
PnR on the LCK-S profile.
in Section 4.3.3.

Ttre method involved computation of

station and source time terms which were then interpreted
in terms of varíations in the depth to the intermediate
refractor.
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The LCK source time Lerm was initially

calculated to

be I.23 sec. using the depth to the ref lecto:: obt¿rined from
the P2R travel time curve ancl the crustal moclel described
above. It is j-nteresting .to note that this value is equal
to one half of the average intercept

term for the twelve

stations which observed P2 refracted arrivaLs from LCK.
This indicates that the refractor is essentj-all-y horizontalalong the LCK-S profile.

From l<nowledge of the LCK source

term it was a simple procedure to eval"uate station terms for
stations observing P2 arrivals on the LCK-S profile, and
subsequentJ-y tire I(MT source t-erm from stations which observed

from both LCI( and KMT. Likewise, sLation terms
\^/ere evaluated for stations rvhich observed both IB and XMT
bl-asts and finalty the IB source term was obtained. It
P2 arrivals

should be pointed out that the stations invofved were
relatively few, and for this reason the results must be
viewed with caution.

Notwithstanding this caution, the

time terms indicaLed that the intermediate refractor \¡/as l]ot
When the time terms were
horizontal over its entirety.
in terms of depths, using the assumed crustal
model, the depth to the refractor was found to increase from
approximately L4 to 19 km between sta'hions F20 and L30 on
interpreted

the I(MT profile.

This increase of depth is consistent-, of

course, with the biassing effect of the arrivals at L30
L31 in producing a lower apparent velocity fot P2, as

and

discussed in 4.2.3 above. Furthermore, the IB source term
appeared bo be smaller than the average of the station terms
along the III prclfi-le.

The increased value of time term for

the st--atj-ons of the profile

compared to the IB source term

't6

corresponcled to an increase of depth to b.he refractor

to 5

lcm

in the vicinity

depth to the refractor

of Spencer Gulf .

of

4

This increase in

may occur over a distance range of

approximately 50 km between 20 and 10 km from IB, which are
the offset d-i-stances for critically
1-he

refracted waves from
Station Bl3 is

source ancf station BI3 respectively.

t_he first

station along the IB profile

to record a

P2

arri\¡aI.
The postulated increase in clepth to the refractor

along the IB-E profi le is consistent with the increase in
depth to magnetic basement which occurs at the eastern edge
of Spencer Gul-f. The depth to magnetic basement increases
from 250 metres at the eastern edge of the gulf to 1 "5 km
in the mid-geosyncline region (see Figure 4-9) - It is
therefore suggested that the profile

of magnetic basement'

which. probably corresponds to crystall-i¡e

basement, is

paralleled by the contour of the deeper refract-ing hor:izorr,
so that both ho::izons suffer either marl<ed downwarping or
downfaulting at the western edge of the qeosyncline.
Add.itional evidence for the existence of a shall0w
reflec;tor to the west of Spencer Gulf has been obtained from
second arrivals

at four stations within 33 km of IB.

high apparenb velocity
they are reflections

The

of these later arrj-vafs suggest that
from a reflector

imately B km, with a cr.itical

at a depth of approx-

distance of 30 km. Ït is

interest-ing to note that the most prominent arrival in this
set of suspected reflections ís the arrival at station Bl0
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at a distance of 33 km from the source.
that high PI velocity

lt is also possible

observed by DoyIe and Everingham

across Eyre Peninsula is, in fact due to the high speed
refracto:: occurring at even shallower depths in the vicinity
of Maralinga.
Independent evidence for an intermediate crustal
refl-ector has been procluced by Branson' Moss and Taylor

) who, in tr:ial experiments to establísh procedures for
recording cleep crustal reflections ' recorded arrivals at
near vert-ical- incidence, with two way ref lection times of
(L972

N-S.W. (Figure

5.0, 11.3 and L4.6 secs, near Broken l{iLl.
2.I).

Their interpr:etation

ing discontinuity
\'tave velocity

of the events placed a ref lect-

at a depth of 15 km, with an average

P

above it of 5.9 kmr/sec, in close agreement

with the observations of the present study.
at Mildura, Victoria
intermediate reflector
the interpretation.

gave a similar

A second trial

r:esult, with

an

again being a prominent feature of
Possible structure in the crust above

the refl-ector at Broken HiIl,

including a low velocity

J-ayer,

has not been confirmed in the present study'
4.3.3

I¡ower Crust and Upper Mantle
Beyond approximately 150 km on the LCK profile,

km on the IB profile,

the first

arrivals

and

define linear

travel time segments, with apparent vel-ocities which
indicate that the waves have been criticatly
the Moho. When prominent second arrivals,

refractecl at
observed

200

1A

and crosson records of the IB profile between the critical
over distances (approximately l-00 and 200 km from the source
respectively) , are inc-luded in the Pn data set for that
prof i]e, then the Pn arrivals for t¡ot-h LCK and IB prof iles
have apparent velocities which agree very well (equations (3)
and (9) ) .
In addition to Pn arrivals which were intentionally
recorded along the IB and LCK profiles ' several blasts from
IB and IM were recorded inadvertently at sites along t-he
LCI((N-S) profile"

'Ihese recoi:ds wiII

subsequently

be

referred to as IB-N and IM-N records " Eight IB-N records
\^/ere obtained at distances from IB such that the first
arrivals

\^¡ere undoubtedJ-y the phase Pn" The e-ight records

were recorded at stations Lo|| L09, LL2, LlB, L20 L2I ancl
UMB (see Figure 4.I) . I¡Jiren the extra data are added to the
IB-E Pn arrivals, no change is produced in the Pn travel
time equation ( 9). Thus the ability of equation ( g) to
d.escribe Pn arrivals over a broad range of azimuths from IB,
ancl the zrgreement between the apparent velocities

of

Pn

observed along both the LCK-S and IB-E profiles,
suggests that the true velocity of P \^/aves in the upper
mantle is 7.g7 km/s, which is in good agreement with the
arrivals

val-ue determined by Stewart (1971) (Table I.1) .

Further-

more, the good agreement between the apparent velocities
for Pn along the two profiles sugrgests that the l'{oho is
essentially

horizontal

in those areas from which the obser:ved

are refracted h¡ack to the surface, that is, over'
the areas mapped by the offset positions from the stations

Pn arrivals
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recording Pn ar::ivals from each source.
In addition to the eight IB-N first

arrivals,

several

events \i,/ere recorded at stations along the LCK profile from
bl.asts from IB and IM, but wíthin the crossover distance
from the Sources. These records feature prominent second
arrivals similar to those observed on the IB-B profile (see
and crossover
Figure 4.5), at distances bet\,/een the critical
points on that profi-Ie. when these later arrivals are

associated wj-th the Pn branch, together with the correspon<Ling arrivals on the IB-E profile, the mean intercept term,
of 7 -91 km,/sec is found to be 7 '15 t 0' 25
sec (N=67) r where the error term is the sta¡dard deviation
for a Pn velocity

of the mean intercePt val-uel-or the eleven Pn f irst

arrivals

on the LCI( prof ile,

However, a
is 7.31- t 0.09 sec ($=lI).
further five arrivals which occur before crossovel on t-he
LCK profile have a mean intercept of l.'75 t 0.05 sec. It
should be noted that tire five arrivals, which fit the

the mean intercept

dashed line in Figure 4.2, h/ere not included in the

determínation of equation (3) because of their large delays
The first
from the curve defined by the Pn first arrivals.
at the permanent station PNA, from LCK has an
intercept term of 7.10 sec, and a LCK blast recorded at two

arrival

sites near IB (see Figure 4.8) gave intercepts at those
staLíons of 7.66 and 7.15 secs. In Figure 4.8 the intercept
terms are plotted at st-ation positior-rs for each station
which recorded a ,Pn arrival from
either IB or l,CK, or both sources. The underscored figures
along tþe LCK profite

Figure 4.8

intercept" values, T- ^/7 .97 ,
for Pn arrival-s plotted at station positions.
Underscored values indicate the intercepts of
Pn arrival-s from LCK blasts.
Map showing
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BI

are the intercepl*s of Pn arrj-val-s from LCK blasts'
From the pattern of intercept

values evident in Figure

arrivals recorded at
on 'the LCK profile, have

4.8, it appears that the Pn first
stations more d.istant than

PNA

arisen from a shallower refractor than Pn arrivals recor:ded
either at closer stations on the same profile, or from
blasts at IB and IM. lrleglecting the six observations
including that at PNA, fcr which intercept terms from

LCK

blasts averaged. 7.75 sec, it is tempting to attr:ibute
the large intercepts observed for IB blasts to a lar:ge time
term for the IB, IM sources, compared with the source time
term for LCK. Inclusion of the six LCK observations
(dashed tine Figure 4.2), however:, demands an alternative

It would seem, rather, that a decrease in
the depth'to the Moho occurs between stations L2B and L29
on the LCK profile (see Fi.gures 4.L and 4.8). The postulated

explanation.

d.ecrease j-n Moho depth would occur in the vicinity
Chace ancl Druid Ranges, which lie

of the

at the northern edge of

the Olary arc near Hawker, and separate twO regions of
folding.
The fold axes to the nc¡rth of the Chace and Druid
Ranges are generally oriented north-south;

those immediately

south of the ranges have east-northeast trends, following
the Olary arc.
at stations 1yj-ng south of the Chace
and Druid ranges, from blasts at IB and IIvi, have intercept
times typical of IB blast.s recorded in other areas, then the
Since Pn arrivals

western edge of the postulat.ed uplift

of the Moho must lie

B2

nearer to these stations than the offset distance for
That is , the western edge o:[ the
ref ractecl arrj-vals.

Moho

upliftecl Moho must lie within 50 km approxinately, of the
It appears
stations L29 to L40, in a westerly direction.
that the Willqchr:a Plaj.n may mark tÌre western edge of the
uptif t-ed area. The southerrt extent of the uplifted Moho is
uncle terminecl , but it

cannot extend as f ar south as the

wh-ich lies at approximately latitude

IB-E profile,

33015'

South, since íntercept terms for Pn alol.lg this profile are
The smaller i-n'Lercept term for the
"normal" for IB blasts.
LCK

profile,

beyond station L29 corresponds to an uplift

of th.e Moho of approximately 4.5 km, w-ith respect to an
average over:all clepth of 38.5 l<m. These estj-tnates of
depths are based on assuillptions of horizontal anrl uniform
Iayering in the crust. It is of interest to note tirat
study of earthquake
, in a statistical
residuals over one clegr:ee areas of South Australia, found
t.hat the crust was thinner in the unit area from latitude

stewart

(1.972)

32o to 33o South and longitude 1390 to t40o East, than the

This unit
average crustal thickness in South Australia.
area borders oûr and possibly includes part of the Moho
which the present results also indicate is uplifted.
Although the vertical extent of the uplift found in the
present study is al-most three times that found by Sbewart,
it is possibl-e that the large area studied, and t-he nature
of the data (earthquake data) used by Stewart resul-ted in
averaging and hence reduced value for the extent of uplift,
while still

preserving the 'brend.

an

B3

The phase PnR, which has been interpreted as a
reflection from the Moho, supports the suggestion that the
Moho is deeper in the northern part of the LCK profil-e than

it is further south.

From Figure 4.2 it

can be seen that

branch, is extrapolated back to
100 km, it is considerably earlier than the PnR curve, to
j-ne , which
whj-ch it should be a tangent, but the dashed I
marks the five supposed Pn observations before crossover,
is tangential to the reflection curve. The phase PnR also

when the Pn first

arrival

provid.es evídence that the P-velocity in the lower crustal
layer is essentialty constant, for just as evidence that
the upper crust was uniform was drawn above from PI and
the phases P2 and PnR provide
P2R apparent vefocities,
similar evidence with respect to the lower crust. From
equation (5), the average velocity for the crust traversed
by PnR waves is 6"2I km/s.

If the velocity

in the lower

crust is assumed to be constant, then the velocity and
thickness of the lower crust¿tl layer which minimize the
PnR residuals are 6.46 km/s and 19.6 km respectively.

value of the average velocity

This

in the lower crust is in

determined independently from
the P2 arrivals on both LCK and IB profiles, and thus
supports the assumption that the lower crust is uniform.
agreement with the velocity

Fina1ly, mention should be made of the three first/'
arrivals recorded at stations 84I, 842 and 843 on the IB-E
profile.
As can be seen from Figure 4.4 , the three arrivals
are early by approximately 0.5 sec' with respect to the
branch (equation (r0)) defined by otr,er i' arrivars at

Pn

Figure 4.9

Depths to magnetic basement in the vicinity

of the IB-E profile

500 metre contours.
a

Seismic stations B4C to

o

Offset positions from these stations

lr-43

(Map adapted from map prepared by Bureau

of Mineral

Resources)
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stations nearer to IB. An interpretation of the anomalous
arrivals in terms of varíation in depth to the Moho required
a decrease in depth of the order of five kilometres in the
of station 841. It can be seen from Figure 4.9 that
the offset positions from stations 840 and B4l, toward IB,
lie to the west and east of the Morgan FauLt respectively
(see Figure 4.g). It can also be seen that the Morgan Fault

vi-cinity

marks ttre eastern edge of a region of very deep magnetic
basement, so that to the west of the Morgan trault, magnetic
basement occurs at depths up to 7500 metres, while to the

east,magneticbasementoccursatadepthoflesst}ran1000
metres " It seems , 'Lherefore, that the decrease in deptl] to
magnetic basement which occurs at the Morgan Fault may
correspond. to a decrease in depth to the Moho of several
hilometres, and that as suggestecl above, the arrivals at
stations B4l t-o B43 are ear:Iy because of this decrease in
depth. This explanat-ion of the anomalous arrivals implies
that the Morgan Fault is a major basement fault.
4.4 TraveI Times of Shear

Waves

Although shear waves often have large amplitudes on
to
seismic records, their onsets are generaIIy difficult
locate accurately because of the continuing ground motion
fo-llowing the earlier P wave arrivals, which obscure the s
shear wave arrivals
wave onset. In spite of this difficulty,
have been identified

on records of both the IB-E and

LCK

profiles.
4.4.L

Leigh Creek Profile
The first

set of shear wave arrival-s which was identi-
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fied on the LCK profile

had sharp onsets.

Ten arrivals

vr'ere read from records of cll:ain bl-asts, out to a distance of

68 km. T'he Ìinear equation which has been fitted to these
travel times is given as equation (I2) j-n Table 4.5. Now

with distance of residuals from equation (L2)
of the s wave travel times, correlates very well with that
of P wave residuals from equation (1). A plot of the travel
tn) against
time differences between S and P phases (ts
P {-ravel times (tp) for the ten stations gave a ratio of
ttre variation

P to s velocities

of L.12 t

0"

01. The

RMS

residual of the

data from the li,near relation was 0.04 sec. Furthermore'
for each station at which l¡oth PI and Sl arrivals \^/ere
recorcled, the S wave residual from equation (L2) !{as
greater than the P \,vave residual from equation
(1) , and in the same sense, süggesLing that botl-r sets of
residuals are due to a common cause" The possible causes
invariably

of travel time residuals are
( 1) errors in reading arrival

times,

(2) errors in the origin times of the blasts,
(3) errors in the clocks at the recordinq sbations,
(4)errorsinthesourcetostationdistances,or
(5) velocity differences from the averagie velocj-ty of
3.43km/s.onlypossibitities(4)and(5)arein,accord
with the observations of the present study. since the
station and blast positions were known within t I00 m the
more likely explanation is that the residuals are due to
velocity changes in the upper crust" Because of the smal-l
distances between stations over the first 68 km of the LCK
profile, it is unlikety that the changes in velocity occur
at any significant clepth, and, consequently bhey must be

o?
ot

The velocity ratio of
Iocalised near surface effects.
I.72 for P to S vel-ocities corresponds to a Poissons ratio

of 0.24.
A set of eight s-wave arrivals

have been read from

records between L20 and 230 km. The travel time equation
for these eight arrivals is equation (13)'
Table

4

5 Travel Time Equations for Shear
profile
TRAVEL TIME EQUATION

PHASE

Waves

NO OF

LCK

RMS

DATA RESIDUAL
USBD

S1

t

Sn

t

(3.43 r 0.05) + 0.4I ! 0.2I
L

v

(4. 4s

I

0. 04)

+ 12.92 ! 0.36

IO

B

0.23

(

12)

16

(

13)

0.

4.4.2 Iron Baron Profile
which Ìvere recorded along the IB-E
prof ile were both few in nunrber and poor in quality, in
contrast with the arrivals recorded on Lhe LCK profile at
The sI arrivals

similar distances.

This may have been a result of the delay-

of the shots at IB. The arrivals which were
detected were, in general ' consistent with the travel time

ed firing

equati.on for the LCK arrivals
Between 107

arrivals

and.

-

289 km from IB, however, S wave

were clearlY recorded, and 23 arrival

times were

oo

reacl in this distance range.

these arrivals

which fits

t

A

14.43ËolÐ

The linear t-ravel time equation

i-s

(r4)

+ 13'o ! o'2e

residual of the data from this eguation is 0.33 sec/
which refl-ects the d.ifficulty of accurately J-ocating S wave
onsets. It is clear that the apparent velocit'y of these
The

RMS

Sn arrivals

agrees with that for: the corresponding arrivals

on the LCK profile,
probably
4.4

"

3

thus confirming that the arrivals

are

Sn.

Comments

The apparent velocity

and intercept terms of equations

(14) and (I3) are appropriate for the phase SD, in which
case the shear tfave velocity in tl-re upper mantl-e is seen to
be lower than any v¿tlue previously determined in South
Australia (see Table I. I) . Using the Pn velocity determined
above, the velocity

ratio rn/r= is equal to I.79.

In order

to evaluate the depth to the mantle from equations (I3) and
(I4), it is necessary to adopt a model for the s v/ave
velocity structure of the overlying crust. If a uniform
crust is assumed. with sl velocity equal to 3.43 k¡r/sr âs
d.etermíned from equation (l-2) , then the depth to the Moho is
approximately 35 km. If, however a deep crustal Iayer
corresponding to that having a P wave velocity of 6-46

km,/s

also exis.bs for S waves, then the S velocity in the lower
crusty',l would be 3.76 km/s r €ISsuming ur./',= L'72 in the
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lower crust as for the upper crust.

When

this two layered

crustal model is. used to calculate the depth to the Moho
a value of 39 km is obtained, which is in agreement with
the depth to the Moho obtained from the P wave travel times.
It should be noted that no S wave arrival-s from the lower
crust have been identified

from the records of either the

IB or LCK profiles.
4.5 Summary of Findings
A model has been obtained which d.escribes the variation
of seismic velocity with depth in the Adelaide geosyncline.
A distinguishing feature of the new crustal model is a first
order discontinuity

of velocity

which is located at a

mean

depth of IB km in the crust. Although such a discontinuity
has been found in other parts of the continent, and several
workers have assumed its existence for the whole of the
Australian continent, none of the earlier studies conducted
in South Àustralia had found evidence for such a discontiIn the present su1.velr, evidence for the discontinuity.
nuity's

existence has been obtained from both refraction

reflection

(a)

and

data.

The crustal model has the following additional features:
Over much of the Adetaid.e geosyncline the near surface

and outeropping rocks of the Adelaidean sediments have a
P wave velocity of 4.8 km,/s. The mean velocity in the upper

crustal layer is 5.95 km/s, and in the lower crustal layer
the velocity is 6.46 km/s. The velocity of p waves in the

90

material immediateÌy below the Moho is 1.97 )<m/s. As is
evidenced from Lhe good agreement between the apparent
velocity

of refracted arrivals

refl-ected arrivals,
uniform.

the two crustal. layers are essentially

Furthermore, the velocity

in the Adelaidean
a value near

sedj-ments increases rapidly with depth to attain

that typical

of

and the average velocity

of the upper crust within a kilometre or two

from the surface
Tlie mean d.epths to the intermediate and Moho discontinuities are respectively tB and 39 km to the nearest
(b)

kílometre.

Depths to þobh horizons vary by up to 5 km from

these mean values.

The inte::mediate discontinuity

appears

to increase in depth by 4 to 5 kn at the eastern edqe of
spencer Gulf, approximately following the contour of
magnetic basement. Arrivals

refracted' at the Moho indicate

that the Moho probably occurs at shallower depths than the
average in a region bounded by the Chace and Druid Ranges in
the north and the Willochra Basin in the west.
probably extends no further south than latitude

This uplift
33os.

Pn

data also suggest that the Morgan Fau1t is associated with
major basement feature, since the Morgan Fault corresponds
to a markedly reduced time term for Pn arrivals

as the fault

is crossed from west to east.
(c)

No evidence has been found for the existence of a low

velocity
(d)

layer in the crust.

The mean shear !ùave velocities

in the upper crust and

mantle are 3.43 and 4.45 km/s respectively.

a
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APPENDIX A

INTERPRETATION

4.1

METHODS

On the Va1iditY of Geometric

RaY

Theory

The raw data obtained from seismic recordings consist
of arrival times and. possib.ì-y amplitudes and frequencies of
seismic \^/aves which have travelled by various paths from

These, together with the distance
between source and receiver are used. to deduce a model 0f
the velocity distribution within the crust, which may
source to receiver.

in t-erms of sub-surface structure
Most commonly, the analysis of seismic data assumes that
qeometric ray path theory suitably describes the propagation
subsequently be interpreted

paths of seismic energy, and that plane
and refraction

coefficients

rú/ave

ref lection

are appropriate for computing the

amplitudes of seismic Phases In a medium where the veJ-ocity varies \,Ùith depth, it
has been shown (e.g. Grant and west (1965)) that the WKBJ
plane wave approximation yields a solution of the displacement \{ave equations, which reduces to the geometric ray
path description, provided that the wave frequencies

involved are large compared with any velocity gradients in
rn the case of the r:ecording
the med'ium i.e- lac/azl't'z'f'
equipment for which the lower 3

d.B

point occurs at

a

2) the condition is that lac/azl "tZ
approximately. In vj.ew of the range of velocities and
velocity contrasts to be expected. in the crust, such large
freqrrency of ZHz (filter
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gradients could only exist in very thin transitj-on
fractions

of a l^/avelength thick,

shown that a transition

but White

) has

zone less than x/LO thick may be

expected to behave as a reflecting
nuity.

(1967

zones,

and refracting

disconti-

Thus ray theory may be thought to app-ly througthout

the crust, with possible exceptions being in the near
surface low velocity material, where velocity increases
rapidly with depth as a result of increased pressure and
d.ecreased porosity of the cover material / and in the vicinity of the Moho and other velocity
occur in the crust.

discontinuities

wl-rich

These regions of rapid velocity

may be expected to act as sharp d.iscontinuities

may

change

for the

wavelengths being observed.

For homogeneous and isotropic
theory and plane ilt¡ave reflection

media, geometric ray
coefficients

are the first

approximations to a formal solution of the elastic wave
problem. Cerveny (1966) has shown, however, that although,
over some distance ranges from the source, th: geometric
ray theory gives relatively exact results, in other regions
of the formulae of geometric ray theory is
only limited, and that this is most apparent in the region
His results are important for the
of critical
reflection.

the validity

und.erstanding of both kinematic and dynamic properties of
seismic waves. In the first place, the sharp peak of
ampli tucle f r:r ref lected phases , which is expec ted, f rom

distance, is
geometric ray theory, to occur at the critical
found to be a smooth peak which occurs as much as 50 km
distance for waves reflected from the
beyond the critical
Moho. The offset distance of the observed peak from that
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calculated from geometric ray theory, is a function of
frequency and velocity contrast at the reflector, being
greater for both lower frequencies and smaller velocity
contrasts. The importance of this result is that- it carls into
the practice of associating large amplitudes with
the critical- distance, which has been used as a discriminator
between hypothetical crustal models derived from travel
guestion

time data (e.g" Steinhart and Meyer (f96f) ) '
cerveny also determined tha'b the amplitucles of pure
heacl waves are very small in comparison to the amplitudes
of ref lected waves, but that small velocit-y gradients in
the l-ower medium can markedly strengthen the amplitudes of
head waves, even to exceed the amplitudes of the reflected
waves, beyond a certain distance from the Source. Furtherref racted (head vùave) arrivals
more, the true criti.cally
define a branch of the travel time curve which is not
tangential to the curve for the corresponding reflected
\daves, âs expected from geometric ray theory, but which in
The point of intersection of the two
fact intersects it.

curves corresponds to the point of maximum observed
amplitude for the reflected waves. It would appear from his
Figure 5, however, that the difference between his more
exact travel time curves, and those determined from geometric path methods, is smaller than the residuals of the data
commonly encounterecl in long range refraction profiles r so
that wíthout very detailed profiling

and accurate travel

time data, geometric ray theory !/iII

give a sufficiently

accurate account of the travel times in most surveys.
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A

2 On the Inversion of Travel, Times
Several methods exist for deter:mining velocity
from travel time data, but the,use of

distributions
particular

a

method depends on the nature of the survey which

provided. the data.

GeneralIy, refraction

data are inter-

preted in terms of a layered model of the crust.
majority of early refraction

In the

work, crustal velocities

and

the thicknesses of crustal layers \^Iere obtained explicitly
from the slopes and intercepts of straight
segments defined. by first

distance graph.
criticized

arrivals

plotted on a time-

However, Green and Steinhart

the sole use of first

use of later

arrivals

and their

arrivals

in the crust.

(I962)

and advocated the

amplitude characteristics,

to provide information on the velocity
discontinuities

line graph

contrasts at

In addition,

Tuve, Tatel

and

Hart (1954) showed that a large number of possible
velocity-depth models can be found whicir fit a given set of
first

arrivals

equally weII.

interpretation schemes such as the timedepth method of Hawkins (196I), which was used to analyse the
ol
"Y
(1974)
(Finlayson
TASS survey results
) , and the refraction
Alternative

methods traclitionally

used in geophysical prospecti.g,

require approxirnate in-Iine,

reversed profiling.

Whilst the

time term method of WiIImore and Scheidegger (f957) avoids
this constraint, the method does require the location of at
l-east one receiver at one shot point for unambiguous
derivation of the station and shot time terms. The time
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terms enable the depth to the refractor to be calculated in
the vicinity of each of the shot and recording points " If
the structure al:ove the refractor

is not known, but

assumed to be constant over the region of interest,

absol-ute depths are not known, but varíations

then

of depths to

can be recognised from relative variations of
the time terms from point to point. In an extension of the
met-hod, Bamford (L976) introduced a means of reducing the
the refractor

number of time terms to be found for a l-arge number of

otherwise independent shot and recording points, bY grouping
shot and receiver points into areas according to regional
trends of surface geology or Bouguer gravj-ty anomaly. Each
area is then assigned a particular value of the time term,
One further diffithus rt:ducing the number of variaÌ:les.
culty with non-linear profiling would seem to be that of

determining whether arrivals at different stations had
arisen from the same, oÍ different refracting horizons.
is not so great in the case of in-Iine
profiling where phases can be "follorn/ed" along the profile
thus enabling newly emerging phases to be identified as

This difficulty

such.

Hall (1964) described a method for using couverted
The method is potentialhraves to deduce crustal s'tructure.
Iy a very powerfuJ_ one since, for a single layered crust
over a refractor, the observation of three different head
and for a single shot, enables
both the marker ve-locity and the depths to the marker beneath both shot and station points to b.e calculated.

waves at a single station,

Unfortunately,

the identification

of converted head

vÙaves

is
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a major obstacle to the use of this method, âs evj-denced bY
the general Iack of reports of such phases in the literatureSince the advent of high speed computers it has become
possible to easily compute travel times and amplitudes of
V'Ihite
seismic phases for any postulated crustal structure(Lg67) has constructed a programme (CRW) to compute travel

times and free surface amplitudes for the phases PI, PR, Pn,
sI, sR, Sn, SmP and sPR as weII as converted head waves, for
a crust and upper mantle having any nunber of layers, in
which the velocity can vary with depth. With this powerful
calculated data can be compared to observed data, and
the crustal model altered until the agreement betwee¡r theory
This is the
and experiment reaches a requíred level.

tool,

essence of the inversion method of Braj-IIe (1973)

'

Bessonova et aI (I974) have developed a method (the

Tau method) for determining the enveJ-ope of possible

curves, which might l¡e obtained by the
inversion of a given set of travel time c1ata. The method,

velocity-depth

asitfirstappeared'f,^/asamenab]etoDeepseismicSounding
data i.e. from surveys with very high station densities along
the profile,

and very good time control.

Small station

spacings (approx. I km) enabled the travel time curve to be
In a second
smoothed by averaging over 5 km intervals.
'l
paper (Bessonova"\ (1976) ) the Tau Method was extended to the
problem of inverting earthquake data, bY using statistical
methods to obtain limits

on the Tau function.

Bates

and

Kanasewich (Ig76) applied the Tau method to data from the
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long range Seismic Project Early Rise.

The main advantage

claimed for the Tau method by Bessonova et aI is -the
relative

objectivity

of the method, compared with other

available inversion schemes"
In spite of these many inversion schemes wj-th their
varying degrees of sophistication, it should be remembered
that all crustal models must be regarded as approximations
and. indicative

additional

of average crustal velocities.

Sometimes

geophysical data may be useful in distì-nguishing

between models, but "when there is no such evidence, and

there are no statistical

differences in t.he fit

to the

data produced by various mod.els, then the only justifiable
choice is the sj-mplest model" (White (1967) ) . This has
been the undertying philosophy of the present refraction
programme.
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APPENDIX

B

TRÃVEL TIMES OF' PI{ASES OBSERVED ON THR-EE PROFILES

The following tables contain the travel t-imes of allphases used in the present study, together with the

stations at which the phases \^lere observed and the distance
of each station from the seismic source. The station code
names may be related to sites shown in Figures 4"L and 4.3.

a travel time indicates that the phase

An R following

as a reflected. phase.

interpreted
8.1
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Leiqh Creek Profile
TRAVEL TIME (SEC)

STATION DISTANCE
(km)

PI

L01
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L02
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L03

L7.64

3. 17

L04

22.62

3

L05

24.
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4.61

L06
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L01
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TRAVEL

DISTANCE
(

km)

(ctd)

PI

LL7
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B5
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(SEC)
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STATION DISTANCE
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5 Miscellaneous Events
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5.

Leigh Creek B1asts

l.
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TRAVEL TIME (SEC)

DISTANCE
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